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Rep. Sugarmon's Wife Files For A Divorce
Turner Asks Squires
To Back Open Housing
Squire Jesse H. Turner
asked the members of the
Shelby Count y Quarterly
Court to adopt a resolution
last Monday which would
place them on record of
being in favor of "proper
legislation by the General
Assembly of the State of
Tennessee to eliminate the
discrimination against indi-
viduals because of race, color,
religion or national origin
in regard to housing."
A second to the motion by
Mr. Turner was made by
Squire Edmund Orgill, for-
mer mayor of the city, who
added, "Our Negro citizens
must be treated the same as
others. They are treated the
same by draft boards, and it
is necessary to do this by
law. I favor and support
this."
Among those on hand to
speak in favor of the resolu-
tion were Rev. S. B. Kyles,
pastor of Monumental Bap-
tist church; 0. Z. Evers,
president of the Memphis
chapter of the Congress of
Racial Equality; Mrs. Rufus
Thomas, r e p resenting the
Shelby C o unty Democratic
club; Mrs. Barbara Vidulich
of 5292 N. Clover drive; Ken-
neth T. Whalum, chairman
of H.I.S., Inc.; and Rev.
Ezekiel Bell, pastor of the
Parkway G a rdens Presby-
terian church.
Rev. Bell urged the Court
to "do the American thing,
the humane thing, the decent
thing."
The only person speaking
against the resolution was
Squire Stanley. Dillard, a for-
mer city commissioner, who
retorted, "I am American,
human and decent, but I am
voting against this."
Other m e mbers of the
Quarterly Court asked that a
final vote on the resolution
be postponed so that the ab-
sent members would be given
a chance to "vote on such
an impartant matter."
The resolution, among other
points, stated: "Discrimina-
tion in housing results in
other forms of discrimina-
tion and segregation, includ-
ing racial segregation in the
public s c hooLs and other
public facilities, which are
prohibited by the Constitution
of the United States of Ameri-
ca and are against the laws
and policy of the State of
Tennessee . . . and adversely
affects t h e continued re-
development, renewal, growth
and progress of the State of
Tennessee."
Veteran History
Teacher Found
Dead In Home
Milton A. J. Barber, a Man-
assas High school history teach-
er, was found dead in h
home at 2418 Vista drive 0.,
Monday morning.
Mr. Barber's body was
found by his brother, James
A. Barber, of 2429 Verdun st.,
principal of Cypress Junior
High school after he was in-
formed that the teacher had
failed to report to school.
Death was attributed to a
heart attack.
A teacher of American
and world history at Manassas
of which he was a graduate,
he graduated also from
LeMoyne college. He received
his master's degree from Ten-
nessee A&I State university.
Funeral services were sched-
uled for Wednesday at Second
Congregational Church.
His wife, Mrs. Eunice T.
Barber, a first grade teacher
at Douglass Elementary school,
died in the summer of 1967.
T. H. Hayes and Sons Fune-
ral Home will have charge
of funeral services.
Tougaloo Choir
In Concert
With Ellington
TOUGALOO, Miss. — The
Tougaloo College choir will
join world-famous composer-
pianist-orchestra condu ctor
'Duke Ellington and his or-
a fists ote o a 
hestra in a benefit concert
'I eat N e w York's CarnegieB !Hall April 4. The Tougaloo
! Alumni Association of New
I York is sponsoring the con-cert, called "Good News
I for Modern Man," for the
benefit of the Tougaloo Col-
lege Library Fund.
The Manhattan Brass Choir,
!baritone Robert Edwin and
i.planist Eddie Bonnemere will
be featured.
The Carnegie date will high-
light the spring tour of the
Northeast by the Tougaloo
Choir, conducted by Robert
Honeysucker, J r . , f ormer
assistant choir director at the
college, in his first year in
full charge of the 65-voice
chorus.
Duke Ellington, who has
been dubbed "the American
Bach" is recognition of his
composing genius, is one of
the most celebrated names
in American music of the
past half century.
For Coil
During the M id -Winter
meeting of the National Bap-
tist Convention, USA, Inc.,
held Jan. 23-25 at Hot Springs,
Ark., the denomination agreed
to buy Natchez College, a
two-year junior college at
Natchez, Miss., for $100,000.
The recommendation was
made to the members of the
board of the Convention follow-
ing a request from the Gener-
al Baptist State Convention
of Mississippi for a loan
for that amount.
The Board of Directors
agreed unanimously to buy
the school and to give the
former owners a five year
option to buy it back.
The General Baptist State
Convention will be responsible
for raising teachers' salaries
and other current expenses
during the five-year period.
More than ;125,000 was
raised at the Mid-Winter
meeting at Hot Springs after
the C o n vention announced
MALLORY KNIGHTS CIT-
ED — The Mallory Knights
Charitable Or ga nixation
was honored last week by
the Office of Economic
Opportunity for its work
for the peer of all races
In the Memphis communi-
plans to buy Natchez
College.
The purchase was -made
"to protect the physical struc-
ture of the college and its
lands and buildings .from fall-
ing into other hands; to en-
courage t h e B aptists of
Mississippi to invest more
money into building a strong
college; to help create
educational opportunities for
many of our deserving young
people who may not go to
some of the larger institu-
tions of learning, and to
help maintain and create an
educational pro g r am not
only in an atmosphere of
academic freedom, but of
religion also."
A trustee board of seven
persons with an educational
background that would fit
them to help the faculty
in drawing a program calling
for the best possible program
for quality education is to be
created.
ty last year, and Seen here
accepting the Urban Serv-
ice Award on behalf et the
organization is Harry L.
Strong, center. general di-
rector and founder of the
Knights. Presenting the
award at left is Elbert B.
Dr. Joseph H. Jackson,
president of the National
Baptist Convention USA, Inc.,
made the recommendation to
the board them berg at the
Hot Spring meeting. Dr. T. J.
Jemison is secretary, and
Rev. A. E. Campbell vice
president and reporter.
Jean, director of the Ten-
nessee Office of Economic
Opportunity and at right,
Washington Butler, execu-
tive director of the Mem-
phis and Shelby County
War on Poverty Committee.
(Withers Photo)
IN HAPPIER DAYS —
State Representative and
Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon,
Jr., are seen here with
their two oldest children
Seniors
during time he was cam-
paigning for post of Public
Works Commissioner. The
children are Tank and Ele-
na. Mrs. Sugarmon has
At Hamilton
Seek Top Teen
Marsha Chandler Ad Gre-
gory Siggers, both seniors at
Hamilton High, have been
selected as outstanding Teen-
agers of America for 1967, by
the Outstanding Americans
Foundation and will compete
for state and national awards
in the Outstanding Teenagers
of America Program.
The Outstanding Americans
MARSHA CHANDLER
Foundation, a nonprofit foun-
dation dedicated to honoring,
inspiring, a n d encouraging
young people to take full ad-
vantage of the opportunities
in America, sponsors these
IN
William H. Anderson, Jr., soli
of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Anderson of 3171 Winslow rd.,
Memphis, has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex., and has been assigned
to the Air Force Technical
Training Center at U.S. Naval
Station, Port Hueneme, Calif.,
for schooling as a construction
specialist. He ,s A 1%7 grad-
l oom of Mitchell Road High year
school. likely
asked for custody of their
four children. She is being
represented in the Chan-
cery Court case by Atty.
Henry Sutton.
Club Elects
Officers' And
Awarcis Picks Projects
/awards programs annually. -
Miss Chandler and Young
Siggers, recipients of the
honor, were selected on the
basis of ability and achieve-
ment. They will compete with
other winners in the State of
Tennessee for the Governor's
Trophy awarded annually to
the most outstanding teenager
GREGORY SIGGERS
in each State.
They will also be eligible
for one of the top ten national
awards and college scholar-
ships made available by the
Outstanding Americans Foun-
dation.
Miss Chandler is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
-.
B. Chandler of 1889 South
Parkway East. She is a mem
ber of the Waterford Theatri-
cal Guild, Kings and Queens
_Majorettes, Dance Group, and
the Youth in Government Coun
cil.
She is also second vice
president of the National
Honor Society, first vice presi-
dent of the Debutante Society,
and president of the Co-Ettl
Club Inc. Recently she became ,
a eaadtdate for a National!
Achievement Scholarship. She
was chosen by her classmate,
CALIFORNIA — Airman AS 
"Most Popular".
Gregory Siggers, another
outstanding individual, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark ,
Siggers of 1597 South Parkway;
East. He is a member of Club
Distinction, Waterford Theatri-
cal Guild, Junior Sophisticates,
Hi-Y, president of the Student
Council, vice president of the
Ambassadors, and chaplain of
the Youth in Government Coun-
cil.
He
Elks
won third place in the
Oratorical Contest last
He was chosen as "Most
to Succeed".
Officers were elected and
charity p r ograms selected
when members of the Artists
and Models Social club met at
their headquarters at 358
Beale st. recently.
The officers, who have been
installed, are Miss Jean Dix-
on, president; Mrs. Pearl
Harden, vice president; Mrs.
Claudette C o Bier, financial
secretary; Mrs. Ella M. Shef-
field, business manager; Mrs
Willie Mae Elrod, recording
secretary; and Maurice Hul-
bert, advisor.
Among the projects the club
will support in 1968 are the
Beale Street Child Care Center,
the Grant School _Breakfast
club and the Beale Street
Elks Christmas Basket Fund.
The club will give a pre-
Valentine Novelty Party at the
Robert R. Church Lounge
at 399 Beale st. on Saturday
night, Feb. 10. Prizes will be
awarded.
The club has planned three
dances and four parties for
1968
Church Plans
A Musical Tea
A musical tea will be pre-
sented at the Community Bap-
tist church at 338 Elder rd.
from 3 to 8 p.m. on next
Sunday, Feb. 4, and its spon-
sors say it will be "a real
winter treat."
Rev. J. M. Lewis is pastor
of the church.
Atty. Charged With
Mental, Physical Cruelty
Mrs. Miriam Dolores "Lau-
rie" Sugarmon filed for a
divorce last Friday in Chan-
cery Court from her hus-
band, Russell B. Sugarmon,
Jr., prominent local attorney
and a Tennessee State Repre-
sentative.
Mrs. Sugarmon, a member
of the language department
of Memphis, State univeristy,
has asked that the court
award her custody of their
four children, ages three to
11, with reasonable visiting
rights to her husband; child
support and attorney's fees, I
alimony, the home and all
personal property contained
in it, and an absolute divorce
from her 38-year-old husband.
The request for a divorce
was filed three days after
Mr. Sugarmon moved out of
the family home at 1395
Worthington Circle and into
Apt. 614 of Holiday Towers
on Tuesday, Jan. 23.
In her complaint, Mrs.
Sugarmon said that her , hus-
band has for the past several
years stayed out until the
late hours of the night and
not devoted enough lime toj
family life, and that thel
"conditions have become in-
tolerable."
Mrs. Sugarmon said that in
September of 1967, while she
and the children were in bed
and asleep Mr. Sugarmon
brought "numerous guests tcti
the home" for a late night
party, and that the crowd
made so much noise that she
and the children were dis-
turbed.
This, she said, was "moti-
vated by an intent to cause
embarrassment, humili-
ation and mental anguish."
In the latter part of Novem-
ber, Mrs. Sugarmon said her
' husband came home late one
night and began verbally
abusing her, and that he
later struck her on the
head with such force that his
hand was injured, causing her
physical pain and mental
anguish.
She claimed lhat during
a party held in their home
on the night of Dec. 30,
he conducted a violent out-
rage against her, falsely ac-
cusing her of being a liar,
using profane language daring
the instance, and insulting
one of the guests.
Without giving any explana-
tion whatsoever, she said Mr.
Sugarmon left their home
about 7 p.m. on Friday, Jan.
19, and did not return until
late Sunday, Jan. 21 Ibis
caused her to worry about
his absence.
Representative S ug a rmon
then moved out of the house
on Tuesday, Jan. 23. The
request for a divorce was
I filed three days later.
; Mr. and Mrs. Sugarmon
were married on June 25,
1955, at Orangeburg, S. C.
She was graduated from
Wellesley College at Welles-
ley, Mass. Her husband at-
tended Morehouse College in
Atlanta, was graduated from
Rutgers university in New
Jersey. He received his law
degree from the Harvard
University Law School.
Since living in Memphis,
Mrs. Sugarmon has taught
foreign languages at Owen
College, studied for and has
received her master's and
doctoral degrees' in Romance
Languages from John Hop-
kins University in Baltimore.
She joined the faculty of
Memphis State university last
fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Sugarman are
the parents of one son, Tank
'Brant Sugarmon, 11; and
three daughters. Elena DeCosta
Sugarmon, nine; Enka Marie
Sugarmon. five; and Monique
Ariel Sugarmon, three.
Goodwill Store Manager
Honored By Fellowship
Mrs, Hattie Helms, manager
of the Goodwill Industries
store at 245 S. Main st.,
was presented the award for
"humanitarian service" last
Sunday afternoon by the Non-
Denominational Fello wship
Association during a program
at Grace Baptist church.
The award is given each
year to the person for out-
standing service the previous
year. Mrs. Helms received
the award for work done in
1967.
A member of Mt, Vernon Bap-
tist church, she lives at 1658
Netherwood st.
i Mrs. Helms gave up a
career as a beautician and
IN CALIFORNIA — Private
Larry K. Travis has been sent
to California for advance
training in the I S Army
after completing eight weeks
of basic training at Fort Camp-
bell, Ky. He attended Booker
T. Washington High school
before joining the Army last
November. Pvt. Travis is the
son of Mrs. Thelma Robinson
of 59I-F S. Lauderdale st.
joined the staff of Goodwill
I Industries on Jan. 18, 1966
as a pricer of clothing at
the store at 94 S. Second St.
She was quickly promoted
to saleswoman there and was
a cashier when she was pro-
moted to manager of the
, Main Street store in Decem-
ber of 1967.
Mrs. Helms has always
displayed a sincere desire to
serve the handicapped since
coming to Goodwill Indus-
tries.
She has served on many
'committees of the Sunshine
club and on the Employees
club of the store.
STUDENT LEADERS — Stu-
dents at Riverview Junior
High seltisrese of the city's
newest high schools
elected efletrs for the
Student Council recently.
From left are Emmit Lech-
aril, president, and Darryl
Smith, vice President.
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Humphrey Plea: More Jobs For Youths
By ETHEL PAYNE
Seas bfacke rliblivat less ( erre* peadelat
WASHINGTON — Vice presi-
dent Hubert H. Humphrey
made a strong appeal for com-
munity cooperation in finding
jobs for the summer for
200,000 additional youngsters,
over and above the hiring
that will develop from the
bummer campaign.
Speaking to the opening ses-
sion of the youth opportunity
conference attended by leaders
of business and industry, may-
ors of cities and guidance
counselors, Humphrey saia
that in the next few weeks to
come jobs must be found,
arrangements must be made
to keep schools open and play-
grounds lighted and massive
campaign mounted through
the news media to enlist the
support of every American.
The vice president cited the
successes and failures of last
summer and said that the les-
son learned was the necessity
Seeks Aid From Community Groups
for earlier start in order to
avoid repeating the same er-
rors. The statistics for 1967
Included 2.5 million youngsters
in summer education programs
funded by the elementary and
secondary education act; 43
thousand disadvantaged young
people hired by the federal
government; thousands more
hired by state ana local gov-
ernments and private industry;
457 thousand children enrolled
in headstart: 367 thousand boys
and girls hired by the neighbor-
hood youth corps; 1.4 million
reached by special summer
programs through the Office
of Economic Opportunity and
25 thousand inner city young-
sters in boy scout camps.
Too many make work jobs
and sudden termination of
jobs leaving y oungsters
stranded for the winter were,
some of the mistakes made,1
Humphrey said. He presented
Henry Ford II who is chair-
man of the National Alliance of
Businessmen. In addition to
attacking the problems of the
hard-core unemployed adults,
Ford's committee has taken
on the major responsibility of
finding jobs for 300,000 youth
this summer. The auto tycoon
said the group would con-
centrate on two barriers.
Prejudice on the part of man-
agement, both racial and bas-
ed on employment standards
and procedures and secondly,
deficiencies in education and
training. He said the commit-
tee would seek out a new
form of partnership between
business and government to
provide education training and
counseling for employees lack-
ing skill and training.
Secretary of Labor Willard
Wirtz said that due to budget-
ary cuts in appropriations iis1
department s%ould be $43 mil-
lion short of supplemental
funds to carry on programs for
youth under the Manpower
Development Act. Moreover,
the new program for training
the hard core unemployed
adults would require the trans-
fer of more funds from the al-
location of $300 million, so It
would be necessary to find
lother means of filling the
I gap. 
Wirtzis one of 10 mem-
bers who make up the presi-
dent's Council on Youth Op-
portunity. They include secre-
tary of Defense Robert Mc-
Namara; Attorney General
Ramsey Clark; Secretary of
Interior Stewart Udall; Secre-
tary of Agriculture Orville
Freeman; Secretary of Com-
merce Alexander Trowbridge;
secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare, John W. Gardner;
Secretary of Housing and Ur-
A Look At The Republicans
ban Development Robert C.
Weaver; chairman of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission, John
W. Macy and the Director of
the Office of Economic Op-
portunity R. Sargent Shriver
Jr.
The conference heard addi-
tional pledges of support from
Joseph D. Keenan, vice presi-
dent of the AFL-CIO and sing.
er Sammy Davis Jr, who
said that all of his fellow
show businessmen were willing
to cooperate in putting on
performances for underprivi:
ledged youth. Davis was in
town for a benefit performance
for the neighborhood youth
corps.
Participating in the panel
discussions and workshops of
the conference were Dr. Ben-
netta Washington, director of
the girls Job Corps, City Coun-
cilman S t a nley Anderson,
Roger Wilkins, director of the
community Relations service
and Dr. Samuel Proctor of the
National Council of Church-
es.
Nixon Snatches Defeat From Victory
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
geagniWil* Pll bika.. COrte•poadeilt
By all the normal odds,
Richard M. Nixon should
have been elected President
of the United States in 1960.
He has had eight years of
experience in the vice presi-
dency, plus national exposure
in the Hiss-Chambers spy
case. As Vice President, he
traveled widely abroad as the
official g o o dwill emissary
for the United States and
except for the unfortunate
stoning spisode in Caracas,
Venezuela during his South
American tour in which he
came perilously close to physi-
cal h a rm and American
prestige was diminished, Nixon
picked up first hand know-
ledge of foreign policy.
This was among the extra
advantages over his oppo-
nent, John F. Kennedy. At
42, the Massachusetts sena-
tor who had a boyish collegiate
look was distrusted by the
big city bosses who regarded
him as not dry behind the
ears yet. His record in the
Senate, to the .iberals, was
something less than Oazzling.
Many Negroes remembering
hisswitch on a crucial test
in the 1957 civil rights battle
had cause to be skeptical.
There was little insight on
either h i s experience on
foreign policy or what his
views would be should he be
elected. One magazine referred
to him as -the stranger" on
this and other matters.
The overriding issue in the
campaign wis the submerged
iceberg of religion which,
surfaced ofr the first time
since 1928 when it defeated Al
Smith of New York against
Herbert Hoover. No Catholic
had ever been elected Presi-
dent and few candidates of
that faith had the willingness.
to face the challenge of exor-
cism which it presented. Nixon
chose to ignore the con•
troversy against the advice ,
of his aides, but even so it
was to become the hottest
item in the grinding ordeal
leading up to the election. It.
is a peculiar thing. but many
white Americans would sooner
be accused of racial prejudice
than religious bigotry. The
Irish had established their
place in America through their
dominance in politics and
through the efforts of organi-
zations such as the Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, anti-Semitism in the
U.S. was held to a minimum.
So the climate in the fall
of 1960 was virulent in some
areas, but with a national
shame that such an ugly
thing had come among the
people to take precedence political parties. Nixon's re
over many more important
things.
In analyzing his defeat'
some years later, Nixon listed
these f actors: the first TV
debate and the case of the
faulty make-up that brought
out the heavy beard and gave
him a villainous cast in
contrast to the youthful hand-
some visage of John F. Kenne-
dy: the overwhelming party
strength of the Democrats -
they outnumbered registered
Republicans by about 11 per
cent; the concentrated strength
of organized labor, particularly
in the big cities, the religious
issue • m a ny Protestant
groups were in favor of
speaking to the
Catholicism which was be- I
ginning to revert in Kennedy's
favor. Nixon's insistence on
campaigning in each of the
50 states, which took too much
of a physical toll and made,
hip less effective and finally1
tife strategy of low-keying
civil rights and the Negro
vote and concentrating instead
on winning the not-so solid
South.
Despite the careful calcula-
tion political pros that by the
most seasoned leaves nothing
to chance, elections sometimes
turn on the most improbably
occurences that confound the
experts, demoralize the op-
position and are like manna
from heaven to the bene-
ficiaries. All through the
waning days of the cam-
The astute Larry O'Brien,
now Postmaster General, re-
fused to share the confidence
of some Kennedy aides that
victory was in the bag, and
he rightly predicted it would
be a toss-up.
On Wednesday. Oct. 19,
1960. "the happening" took
place which was the most
dramatic event of the cam-
paign and which by a freaish
set of circumstances turned
the election results on a split
hair of quick thinking. In
Atlanta. Ga., Dr. Martin Luther
King and 52 of his followers
were arrested in Rich's De-
pa rtment Store for refusing
to leave a table in the Magno-
lia Restaurant. The following
day, all of the demonstra-
tors but King were released,
but he was sentenced to four
months imprisonment at hard
labor and spirited away to a
secret confinement in the
State Penitentiary which was
deep in hostile "redneck"
country.
Mrs. King. who was several
months pregnant, was frantic
over the possibility that her
husband might not emerge
alive from jail. Clearly, this
was a crisis affecting both
AUTO
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action while indignant at the
obviously u n just treatment
of the Nation's Number One
Civil Rights Hero, was of
caution. There are many
versions of his involvement.
In his book, "The Making of
the President, 1960," Theodore
White says that Judge Law-
rence E. Walsh, the Deputy
Atty. General, drafted a state-
ment calling for the release
of King—one was sent to
the White House and the other
to Nixon who was appearing
that day in Ohio. There
was no action on it either
from President Eisenhower
or from Nixon, himself.
In an interview with Simeon
Booker for Ebony Magazine
in 1962; Nixon said, "I thought
my civil rights record was
good. I thought I had won
many friends among Negroes.
But then the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. case came
up. The Democrats whipped
up a fury in Negro areas. I
was painted a villain and
my entire reaord was erased
within weeks." He added, "I
could have become President.
I needed only five per cent
more votes in the Negro
areas, I could have gotten them
if I had campaigned harder."
This candid confession con-
firmed the Republican candi-
date's strategy which cost
him the occupancy of 1600
Pennsylvania Ave. N ixon
honestly felt that he needed
the support of the South to
offset the efficiency of or-
ganized labor's muscle in
getting out the vote and the
Democratic-controlled big city
machines. Therefore, he de-
cided to take a gamble on
downgrading civil rights in
the South, while at the same
time he let his lieutenants
push his moderate rights
record in the North in the
hopes that he could sustain
a margin of at least 22 per
cent of the Negro vote.
This strategy was upset
by his running mate, Henry
Cabot Lodge, the liberal for-
mer senator from Massa-
chusetts. Early in October,
Lodge was campaigning in
I New York and during a
Irally in Harlem, he told his
Ilisteners that if the Republi-
cans were elected. the Nixon
Administration would name
the first Negro to a cabinet
post. While this made head-
lines all over the country,
it angered and h orrified the
Nixon campaign headquarters.
Lodge was called i for one
of his rare meetings with
the presidential candidate (he
later said that he saw Nixon
on only four occasions during
the c a mpaign and never
alone.) and -chewed out"
for his blunder. One Virginia
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campaign aide remarked that
"whoever recommended that
Harlem speech should have
been dumped out of an air-
plane at 25,000 feet."
Nixon told Booker that he
tried to get the White House
to intercede in the King
case, but got no response,
indirectly blaming Ike for
the failure to act. He ad-
mitted that the famous tele-
phone call by Kennedy to
Mrs. King to offer his sym-
pathy and the later call by
Robert Kennedy, the Demo-
cratic candidate's brother, to
the Georgia judge in the case
was s h rewd politics that
paid off, but he criticized the
ethics of the latter move,
Nevertheless. King was re-
leased and the rest is history-
how millions of Negroes who
had been doubtful flocked to
the polls to vote for the
man who had symathized
with Mrs. King.
•
Georgia's governor Lester Maddox joins
accordionist Graham Jackson in a hearty
rendition of "Georgia" during a reception
-
..nd dinner at which Maddox entertained
members of the state legislature. (UPI)
Negroes Protest 'Deplorable'
Conditions At Dixie School
ATLANTA —(UPI) — A
group of Negroes and one
white teacher demonstrated
at the capitol against what
they called "deplorable" con-
ditions at an all-Negro elemen-
tary school in Social Circle,
Ga.
With state troopers deployed
through the -svernment com-
plex to "assure peace and
order," six of the 100 or so
demonstrators were told by
Gov. T,ester Maddox and
state education Supt. Jack
Nix they must first seek so-
lutions to their problems at
the local level.
"We expected more from
New Name •
LAGOS — (NPI) — Promi-
nent Negroes visiting inde-
pendent Africa for the first
time, are apt to come away
with a new name bestowed
upon them either by govern-
ment officials, tribal heads, or
some such other groups. Percy
E. Sutton found this to be
true when he visited Nigeria
during a 16-day tour recently.
Government officials gave him
the Yoruban name "Omowale,"
which means "the son has
come home."
both of them, but they (the Walton School Board and a
meetings) helped the situa-. transcript of the hearing
tion by letting people know we sent to his office,
are having problems," said
Negro Fletcher Graves, an At-
lanta businessman who lives
in Social Circle.
The group presented Maddox
and Nix with a list of nine
grievances, i n eluding com-
plaints of unsanitary lunch-
rooms overcrowded school
bmuesnets., outdated textbooks and
insufficient classroom equip-
They also said that students
themselves were called upbn
to teach when some instructors
could not come to work; that
one student was suspended for
attending a grievance meet-
ing: and that three teachers,
one of them white, were su-
spended for complaining about
conditions.
Additionally, t h e h i te
teacher' Ann Nesbitt, said she
was told by Walton • County
School Supt. T. W. Wilson
during an interview for a job
at the social circle training
school "that I couldn't associ-
ate socilly with those Niggers
or the people would run me
out of town on a rail."
Nix said he could take no
action until the group had a
'formal hearing before the
was
FLIMIS*1
NOW SHOWING!
THEY STRIPPED HIM DOWN
TO A FRIGHTENED ANIMAL!
,
FasRAIIIK SINATRA
THE NAKED
RUNNER
OAP
TECHNICOLOR •TECHNISCOPE
The credit card for people
who never use credit cards.
People like you maybe.
Naturally, there are umpteen reasons why folks hesitate to use
their BankArnericards. We've heard 'em all, and freely admit some
of them almost make sense. Nevertheless, we urge you to keep
your BankAmericard handy. Justin case...
Just in case your car has a sudden breakdown and the repairs
come to more than you have with you in cash, and the garage
man has no sense of humor. .
Just in case you come across this fabulous bargain on an item
you've always wanted at the one store in town where you don't
have a charge (Weft nt...
-lust in case the water heater in your home goes berserk and
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
— Plus —
has to be replaced, and your checking account isn't in terriblygood shape, either. . .
Just in case you're somewhere on a trip and your cash is goinglike it's yoing out of style, and it would be such a help if youcould charge your motel room and meals, or airline ticket.
Bear in mind, having a BankAmericard never forces you to buythings you don't want or need. What's more, BankAmericardalways gives you the choice of paying in full in 25 days, withoutadd-on charge, or going the slow budget route. So if those areyour only reasons for 'never using a credit card," doesn't it makesense now to carry BankAmericard?...
Just in case?
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Ora-Jel Gives
One Relief
When Needed
tworomatsb,, o one can
pick the time toothache strikes.
Mau* it Is at the wont
time, Pain cones on suddenly
at nights, on weekends or when
one is away from home.
The hest thing to do would
be to see a dentist right away.
The next best, if that is im-
possible, would be to get a
tube of Ora-Jel from the
pharmacist.
Just put it on, and the
pain will be gone.
Ora-Jel affords temporary
relief but is so effective it is
recommended by many den-
tists. This fast-acting cream
relieves the pain so that one
can work or sleep.
It is a good idea to keep a
tube in the medicine chest
at home or in one's desk at
the office
One does not need it often
but when it's needed, it is a
lifesaver.
Honors Day
Program Held
At Lincoln
An Honors Day progarm was
held last Thursday afternoon.
Jan. 25, in the cafetorium of
Lincoln Elementary school,
and the speaker was Superin-
tendent of Memphis Schools
E. C. Stimbert. He spoke on
the subject "Quality Counts."
The program began with the
singing of "America' by the
audience. Miss Marilyn White
then told the purpose of the
program.
After a sixth grade group
sang "He's Got the Whole
World in His Hand," the speak-
er was introduced by Miss
Phyllis Carter.
Honor students were present-
ed by Mrs. Sarah K. Bishop.
Remarks by the principal, Ben-
nie Batts, concluded the pro-
gram.
Rust Alumni Club
Meet Saturday
The Rust College Alumni,
Memphis chapter, will meet
on Saturday, Feb. 3, at 1552
Cameron st., at 4 p.m., and
all members are urged to be
present.
Mrs. A.R. Willis, president
of the chapter, says plans for
a financial drive to raise
$2,000 for
ship fund
BUSY OPERATORS -
These telephone operators
are now busy answering
"Directory Assistance" in-
stead et 'information"
when telephone users dial
"113." Southern Bell says
the new name better de-
bEFENDER
scribes the service of help-
ing customers with tele-
phone numbers.
Page 3
Many Now Eligible For Socal Security
Many additional people are
MOW eligible for moodily so-
cial security benefits, accord-
ing to Warren Maddox, Dis-
trict Munger 'of the Memphis,
Tennessee, social security of-
fice. They were made eligible
by the 1967 Amendments to the
Social Security law signed by
President Johnson on January
2, 1966.
Mr.Maddox stated that social
security wants to locate these
people and help them file a
claim for these benefits. The
persons who may now be eli-
gible for benefits include:
1, Disabled widows or widow-
ers age 50 to 62 who
became totally dis-
abled before or within
7 years after their
spouse's death.
2. Persons who became
disabled before age 31,
who were previously
denied benefits because
they had not worked
long enough under so-
cial security. They can
now qualify with less
work.
3. Children whose mothers
have died, become dis-
abled or retired, but
who could not receive
monthly benefits be-
cause their mothers did
not meet the work re-
quirements. Children
ON CLERK TYPIST JOB -
Miss Linda Braxton of 959 S.
Fourth st. was employed here'
recently with a manufacturing
firm as a clerk typist, a job
she worked at before she was
discharged from the military
service last April with the
rank of specialist fourth class.
Miss Braxton obtained her job
through the Manpower Division
the school's scholar- of MAP South, Inc., at 136 S. Three 
attractions, and pos- The quartet is composed of
will be discussed. Fourth st. sibly 
a fourth, will be present- Oliver Sueing, baritone; Min-
ed by LeMoyne's Cultural Ac- nie Slaughter, contralto; Ben-
tivities Committee during the
college's second semester, it
was announced this week by
Dr. Paul Hayes, the CAC
chairman.
Ballet Espanol, featuring Ra-
mon de los Reyes and Lola
Soler, is scheduled for 10:30
a.m. March 22 in Bruce Hall.
' Two events have been book-
ed for the college's annual
Spring Festival: the local Op-
eratic Quartet, April 16, and
Sonata de Camera, an ensem-
ble from Amsterdam, April 17.
Both concerts will be staged
in Bruce Hall, the quartet at
8:15 p.m. and the ensemble
at 2 p.m-
LBJ Urges Health Care
For Poor, Pregnant Moms
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
President Johnson, who con-
siders the nation's infant mor-
tality rate to be 'shocking, to-
day proposed extending fede-
ral health care to poor mothers
from pregnancy until ther
ichidl is a year old.
The President, in his budget
message, also disclosed that
the government medical costs
had risen beyond expectation.
He said an additional $941 mil-
lion woudl be needed to cover
Medicare and Medicaid costs
resulting from higher hos-
pital and doctor bills and more
patients than expected.
Johnson asked for a $46 mil-
lion increase - to a total of
$269 million - in funds for
maternal and child health
programs. he said he would pro
pose legislation to use the ex-
tra money to "attack the prob-
lem of infant mortality by pro-
viding, for families which
cannot afford ti, access to
health services from prenatal
care for the mother through
the child's first year."
"Shocking" was the word
Johnson used in his State of
the Union message to de-
scribe the fact that the United
States ranks 14th behind other
industrialized nations nn re-
ducing infant deaths. An esti-
mated 175,000 women would be
treated under the program.
AL CHYMIA TEMPLE'S
26TH ANNUAL
SHRINE CIRCUS rokeu7
ITITBERT\
USTLZ
INTERNATIONAL
3-RING
41%43 14343
spectacular
FEBRUARY 7-8-9-10-11
•
•-•
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
4g% ‘uellE1iN* '
Olow% *
World's Most Spectacular
Indoor Show
TOP STARS OF THE CIRCUS WORLD
CLOWNS•ELEPHANTS
WILD ANIMALS and DOZENS of
EUROPEAN THRILL FEATURES
Mx OFFICES OPEN
mm-so TH COLISEUM
and
Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
* All Seats Reserved *
Saturday Morn. All Nights
and Matinees and Sunday
Except Sunday Matinee
Log.  $2.00 Loge $2.50
Upped Tier .... 1.00 Upper Tier  1.50
SCHEDULE OF SHOWS
Wednesday, Feb. 7, 2.30-8 P.M.
Thursday, Feb. 8, 2:30-8 P.M.
Friday, Fob. 9, 2:30-8 P.M.
Saturday, Feb. 10, 10 A.M.-2:30 P.M.-4 P.M.
Sunday, Feb. 11, 2:30 P.M.
NO SUNDAY NIGHT PERFORMANCE
a
'
Concerts For Second
Semester Announced
Library is just about ready
to fling open its doors to
students and the college com-
munity.
Final touches have been
applied to the gleaming two-
story structure. The recent
steel strike delayed the de-
livery of some vital equipment
for the library.
Mrs. N.R. Smith, librarian,
said the college hopes to finish
the moving job sometime in
February.
Construction of the new air-
conditioned library began in
the spring of 1967 and was
recently completed at a cost
of about $600,000.
The new facility will give the
college space for more than
125,000 books. The old library
has 56,000 books and is
overcrowded. Other features
of the building include a multi-
purpose room, study desks and
nie Jenkins, tenor, and June
R. Glenn, soprano, all students
of Madame Adria Brunati,
well-known M e mphis voice
teacher.
Dr. Hayes said it is quite
likely a violinist from Univer-
sity of Iowa will be presented
before the end of this school
year.
The public is invited to all
of these affairs.
Two attractions were pre-
sented by LeMovne last semes-
ter: the Memphis State Uni-
versity String Quartet and mez-
zo soprano Gwendolyn Kil-
lebrew of the Metropolitan Op-
era.
Civil Service Seeking
Safety Officers, Pilots
The United States Civil
Service Commission has an-
nounced a new examination
for Aviation Safety Officer
and A i rplane Pilot, GS-9
through GS-12, paying $8,054
to $11,461 per annum.
These positions are located
in the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration i n the states of
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Tennessee.
Appropriate experience in
the specific field is required.
Full information about the
requirements for each position
may be found in Announce
ment No. AT-8-1.
Alpplications will be accepted
until further notice by the
Interagency Board of U.S
Civil Service Examiners for
North Georgia, Federal Office
Building, 275 Peachtree Street,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30303.
Announcements and applica-
tion forms may be obtained
from that office or from: W.S.
Civil Service Information Office
Federal Building, Memphis
Tenn.
$600,000 Library At FSC
Ready For 125,000 Books
Some of the extra money
would also be used to detect
and correct childhood handi-
caps and expand family plan-
ning programs.
In fiscal 1969, the budget
estimated that 8.5 million
persons - 1.2 million more
than the preceding year -
would get free doctor and
hospital care under Medicaid.
The federal-state program pro-
vides health services for wel-
fare recipients in 48 states.
The federa lshare of Medic-
aid was estimated at $2.1
billion, an increase of $361 mil-
lion. The total costs, including
state and local ufnds, was
estimated at $4.1 billion. The
unexpected size of Medicaid
was the major reason for the
administration r e quest for
additional funds this year.
Additional funds also would
be needed to defray costs
of Medicare patients who are
not covered by Social Se-
curity Trust fund payments.
When congress passed Medi-
care, it covered persons 65
and over, whether they had
paid payroll taxes or not.
Of the 19.6 million covered
by Medicare, 4.6 million are
expected to get hospital treat-
ment during the 12 months
starting next Juyl 1. An esti-
mated 7.6 million older Ameri-
cans are expected to have
doctor bills paid under the
insurance portion , of Medicare.
Total Medicare cost was
estimated at $5.7 billion - an
increase of $700 million.
FAYETTEVILLE - The carrel, lounges for students ,
new Fayetteville State College and faculty, archives and
reading rooms. The library
will seat between 450-500 per-
sons.
The multi-purpose room can
be used for small group meet-
ings, student-faculty seminars,
movies, book reviews and
exhibits.
Stockholders
Share Declared
NEW YORK - Dr. William
I. LaTowrette, president of
Moody's Fund, Inc. announced
that the directors of Moody's
Fund declared a distribution
of $.18 per share from
net gains realized on , the
sale of investments in 19971.
The dlitribution is payable
Jan. 31, INS to stockholders
of record Jan. 9, 1988.
that may qualify for
benefits are those un-
der 18, those over 18
who are disabled
and became disabled
before their 18th birth-
day, and those be-
tween ages 18 and 22
who are full-time stu-
dents.
Anyone who believes he is
included in any of these
groups, or knows of 'someone
who is, should get in touch
with the social security office
as soon as possible.
The office is located at 242
Federal Office Building, le N.
Main Street, Memphis, Ten-
nessee, t el eptione number
514-3631
54 10C 25C SALE
Junior League Thrift Shop
205 Madison Avenue
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
February 1 2 - 3
ALL WIRER COATS AND ALL OTHER WINTER CLOTHING
NONE OVER $1.00 For Men, Ladies, & Children
Toys, Records, Books, Stationery Supplies, and Miscellaneous Household
Goods, Prices reduce more • each day of Sale until noon on Saturday
when Shop closes.
ON SHRINE
CIRCUS TICKETS
with
Coke, Tab
Sprite, Fresea or Fanta
BOTTLE CAPS
HERE'S WHAT TO DO: HURRY, LIMITED SUPPLY
Pick up cartons of Coke, Tab, Sprite, Fresca or Fanta. Save 12 of the Bottle
Caps or any combination and bring them to:
Cowlagekic
OF MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 495 So. HOLLYWOOD
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. MONDAY thru FRIDAY
For every 12 BOTTLE CAPS of COKE, TAK, SPRITE, FRESCA OR FANTA
PLUS 25c Tor will receive One Ticket for the SHRINE CIRCUSgood only for the Wed. Feb. 7 5:00 P.M. Performance
NO LIMITS Just bring by 12 bottle caps and 25. for Each Ticket desired.
ALL SEATS ARE RESERVED
Enjoy Hubert Castle's Int, 3-Ring CIRCUS
Wed., Thur., Fri.-Feb. 7, 8, 9 at 2:30 & 8 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 10 at 10, 2:30 & 8: Sunday at 2:30
Matinees except Sun- $1 & $2
Eve. & Sun. matinee
$1.50 & $2.50
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT GOLDSMITH'S AND THE COLISEUM
/ // // ,/Z ////
ALWAYS THE BEST PLACE
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS AND HAVE 11 TRUCKS TO ARRANGE DELIVERY
Se careful - We do not
issil or recommend seconds.
15-year, 235-1b.
bonded roofing No. 1
$5.79 Per Sq.
Gypsum Board
1/1"-41x11'
Gypsum Board
$1.75 ea.
THESE PRICES GOOD AT BOTH LOCATIONS
LUMBER
4i$-lh" Maar boards. 31.3
Ili and 1.12 WPP Decking...  $5,14
1.10 Cedar Siding 369M
hal No. 2 Cedar CM 37354
Ph" No. 2 Oak Flooring Shorts 359M
1".4" EM VP Flo. $6964
2)4-4 Corn. Cedar 5.30
PLYWOOD
and 2'xtr 39 ea.
4.1" and 4,2 $.99
%"-4'sl No. 2 Chipboard $2.29
4's5Y preflnished Lauan pana11114.41.17 ea.
ALUMINUM STORM DOORS
Fun I" flOck Shelf Storing ......
114" Whiter Shelf Stating 329 95
White Cress luck reg. 01./5 sow 01.15
IRON COLUMNS
aft. Rat .... ......... es
ft. corner $5.49
/ ft. flat $4.05
10 ft. flat $4.41 Si.
TAINT
2 gal. and 5 gal. white Latex $7.1/ gal.
Ouitside White Paint $2.95 gal.
White Creosote Paint $1.911 gal.
Antique Kits, rag. $4.51 now $1.99
IS-ox. UN spear paint mg. $1.31 ROW 5.4?
4" Hyman Pairrt Brush reg. OM now 31.3
7" Paint Pan and Roller Sets $1/.ea
INSULATION
Slightly Damaged
& 11/./SM
  321.15M
4"  $51.3M
FLORIDA STREET STORE ONLY
rxr P•comperr Cedar 
2x6 and 2.8 thrifty Tr 
s enly-12.001 BTU 'debater Mr
conditi  reg. $259 new $159
ICA Victor Portable Stereos, reg. $79 116
new $39.3
Coppertone Eleetrie ems and
rooktop, mg. 2129.95 new $99
12 en. ft. RCA Whirlpool refrigerator 
reg. $189 new $147.50
19" Westinghouse Calor TV, now. full
factory warranty reg. $399 new $249
Pure Vinyl floor di. 124 sq. ft.
Patio Boor Panels 3/9:11/I $9.95 ea.
Spray Paint Racks Good fey Something $1.99
Bathroom Vanity Cabinets. 36" .. ..$56.95 an.
Central Vacuum Systems RCA 
Wringer Type Washing Maclaine  4111.
1-R4/Duster Electrie Range, 36" $129.96
24"x48"
Plywood
$.09 ea.
=LINO TILE
WA* Painted Bevel  401
Sculptured .....................5.10 sq. ft.
Acoustical 4121/ sc. S.
MISCELLANEOUS
4"r10" Plastic Sewer Pipe MN at.
Stooge Pent, mg. $21.15. now $ins
Misc. add wood window wefts 87.16 woo
4,000 watt electric wall heater
rag. $27.16-now ;ITN/
2,000 watt electric wall heater
reg. 3213-now $14.3
Sidman light fixtures.. 41.75 ee.
Plastic Counter Top $.19 sq. ft.
Postlerrned Couner Top $1.3 per Iii. ft.
Corrugated Plastic Panels 21" by VA
1900 N. HOLLYWOOD $t PORE ONLY
dlit prefinished paneling $IM es.
fug& Shutter; 79e ea.
Misc. Aluminum Storm Doom $7.95 ea.
Floor 111o, 45" Cartons $3.911 ea.
24" Metal Base Cabinets $16.45 ea.
Odd Doors from 99c up
Boauti-Mould -I., Vs price
Visadoor inserts 99c and up
Odd Aluminum Screens. .29e ea.
Odd Wood Window Sash 49e ea.
Bedroom Lock Sets $1.19
Bathroom Tile Board.. Discontinued
pattern--mg. $9.00 . sow $5.99 sa.
THESE PRICES GOOD ONE WEEK ONLY
STORE HOURS: Monday through Friday-7:30 IR 3:30--Sallarday.7:30 'lir sop
SUPPLY,nic.1
BUILDERS
t000N.HOLLYWOOD
Z14327-4126
441100,
FIRST NATIONAL
BANKAMERICARO
aviee,mel# ,
•
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Brownsville Church
Elects A New Pastor
The closing days of 1967 and
the beginning of the new year,
brought joy to the members
of First Baptist church, Brown-
sville, when they unanimous-
ly elected Rev. J. L. Tol-
bert, minister of the church.
He comes rich in experience,
spreading the gospel of peace,
love and dedication.
The first week in January
proved a test for true wit-
nesses, for he isked members
to sacrifice and meet every
night at 7 o'clock for a per-
sonal revival, when everyone
could evaluate himself, and
see if he is measuring up to
what God intended he do.
There was ice, snow, freez-
ing rain and very cold weath-
er for the five nights, but
he was there with a goodly
number of members and friends
to hear the messages. The
choir was filled each night
with robed singers expressing
their desire to please the
Lord.
Ladies from the Altar Circle
and the Deaconess board kept
hot coffee, sandwiches and
doughnuts ready to serve when
they first came in or when
they were ready to leave. It
was a week never to be for-
gotten.
Church meetings have been
often, with the selection of
boards, organizational leaders,
committees and key workers
who have started on a pro-
gram dedicated to God.
Reports are distributed
weekly and everyone knows
what is being done with what
is received and the finances
are increasing each week. He
was initiated into the church
with the closing of a three
week rpttp that netted over
84,000. The church is matching
on.
Little two-year-old Natilee
Coleman, • daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Coleman,
unveiled a portrait of the late
Rev. W. S. Vance, who was
,pastor emeritus until his death
Ilast September. The Deacon-
ess board whom he loved so
well, had an enlarged picture
of him made and with a very
impressive short ceremony,
it was unveiled. Rev. Vance
watched over his flock for 30
years as pastor and ten years
as pastor emeritus, he will con-
tinue in spirit to guide the
thoughts of those who loved
him. Many feel that in many
ways Rev. Tolbert has the
love for his people and the
guiding spirit that Rev. Vance
had.
An announcement will be
made at a later date of the
installation of the pastor and
all of the officers of the church.
Members have been anxious
to serve as hostesses either at
home or in the dining room
of the church with dinner each
Sunday for the pastor and his
wife, who reside in Memphis.
He is chaplain at the Shel-
by County Hospital, but has
preached every funeral and
attended every meeting since
being elected. The church is
marching on.
Baptists Stage Annual
Tea For Owen College
The Baptist International
Tea for the financial supp
of Owen College was held last
Sunday, Jan. 28, at Ellis audi-
torium from 4 to 6 p.m. Rev.
B. L. Hooks was general chair-
man.
Others were Rev. J. W.
Williams and Rev. E. W. Wil-
liams, co-chairmen; Mrs. Nan-
cy Givands, coordinator; Mrs.
Alta Lemon, secretary, and
Mrs. Jean Harris, Mrs. Minnie
Holl and Miss Beatrice Partee
assistant coordinators.
Committee chairmen were
Rev. C. B. Burgs, arrange-
ments; Mrs. Debora Thomp-
son, decorations; Mrs. M. L.
Robins, program; Miss Row-
ena Stephens, publicity; Mrs.
0. C. Collins and Mrs. L. S.
Biles, contact, and Rev. H. C.
Nabrit, finance.
mittee were Mrs. Sena Camp-
bell, Mrs Myrtle Crawford,
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, Mrs.
Edith Cotton, Mrs. M. E.
Fisher. Mrs. Mildred Hodges,
!Rev. W. C. Holmes and Mrs.
'Katie Hunter.
Also Rev. S. B. Kyles, Rev.
Calvin Mims, Rev. E. V.
McGhee Rev. L. M. Morgan-
field, Rev. R. W. Norsworthy,
Rev. S. A. Owen, Mrs. Luella
Parker. Mrs. Fannie Reid.
Mrs. Mozelle Starks, Mrs. Mo-
zelle Trueheart, Mrs. Louise
Turner and Miss Mattie West-
brook.
The Baptist International
Tea is sponsored each year by
the Baptist Pastors Alliance.
Dr. Roy Love is its president.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins is
president of Owen College and
• Dr. A. McEwen Williams pre-
Members of the general corn- sident of the Convention.
KING
COTTON
Country Style
SAUSAGE
YOUR CHOICE OF
HOT or MILD
FLAVOR
made from the whole hog for that
real down on the farm goodness
"Won't Fry Away"
•
When You Shop Also Pick Up
King Cotton
FRANKFURTERS
Tender Nutritious
Id sty
King Cotton
LUNCHEON MEATS
for Salads, Sandwiches, Snacks
All made in the
LS. Gsvernment Inspected Kitchens
of the
NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
42ND ANNIVERSARY —
Picture' above are Mr.
and Mrs. Void Burton Sr.
who recently celebrated
their 42nd wedding anni-
versary with friends and
family. The party took
place at the home of their
grandson and his wife
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Burton on 303 Burdock.
The Burtons have 8 ehil-
JACKIE ROBINSON
Gov. Rockefeller
And Minority Jobs
By JACKIE ROBINSON
A Negro author who has earned some prominence by writ-
ing a highly acclaimed novel about the Harlem ghetto, said on
television recently that Jackie Robinson is Governor Rockefell-
er's "house Negro." I have never met the gentleman and that
is a cross I am willing to continue to bear.
A second black writer, who edits a magazine
in Harlem from whose editorial board Ossie
Davis and James Baldwin recently withdrew,
changing anti-semitism, went even further than
the author. He not only called me Mr. Rocke-
feller's "house nigger" but misquoted me as
having admitted being same. I don't know him
either.
I do know me. And knowing myself quite
iltimately, I am secure in the knowledge that—
moss,,,a .t even if I aspired to be an Uncle Tom — I would
not be capable of becoming one. I have to live
with me and sleep with me and I am having no problems in
that area.
In a previous column. I had more to say about the danger-
. ous name game which is being played by some of the so-called
"black militants." I am not the only target and I believe an
examination of this name game and its authors might be help-
ful in really understanding some of the "divide and conquer"
influences at work in the black community.
Now, however, I would like to make some brief observations
about New York's Governor and the historic action he has taken
to guarantee fair and equal employment opportunity to the
Negro and Puerto Rican peoples.
Unlike so many other public officials, Governor Rockefeller
ACTED rather than talked. He issued a blunt, no-nonsense, un-
equivocal order to the heads of all departments in the State to
make arrangements NOW to employ more minority group mem-
bers in all possible categories. He set a Jan. 15 deadline for
the department heads to notify his Executive Offices of the
number and nature of jobs available.
The Governor is not fooling, nor playing petty politics. Ile
has acted with bold and firm determination after sitting down
with civic-minded community people who had complaints and
did not bite their tongue § in voicing them. Thus, he passed with
flying colors, one of the acid tests of real statesmanship — the
'willingness to listen. By his action, he demonstrated that he has
the perception and sensitivity to be responsive to legitimate
appeals and the courage to go all the way in commanding and
demanding ungimmicked justice.
In my view, it is now up to the grass roots leaders within the
black community to spread the word — especially to the young
— that the doors are now open in service to the State — open as
they have never been before. Let our Urban Leagues, our
NAACPs, our churches, our societies and clubs, our organiza-
tions, nationalist,. social — organizations of all kinds — join in
a mighty recruitment drive. This time, let's make sure it can-
not be said that the opportunity was provided for us and we
failed to respond.
I shall continue, next writing, to speak of people who in-
dulge in the name game of calling others Uncle Toms. (ANP
Feature.)
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dren, 26 grandchildren and
2 great grandchildren. The
lovely couple resides at
1286 Duna‘an. (Photo By
Continental)
N.J. Lass Joins WAF, Sees The
World, Marries Handsome
TAIPEI Air Station, Taiwan
(NP!) — A pretty young
girl from Absecon, N. J., has
realized her childhood ambi-
tions — to join the U. S Air
Force, marry a tall, hand-
some man, and to see the
world.
Marvia J. (Woody) Lyons,
32-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Woody,
joined the women in the Air
Force (WAF) through the
U. S. Air Force recruiting
office in Atlantic City last
March 10. She has since moved
three times across the United
States and to Taipei, in the
Republic of China — traveling
more than 11,000 miles.
During a recent assignment
to the 320st Air Base Group,
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida,
she met and married her
husband, Airman Second Class
Robert Lyons Jr., 20, who
was working as a draftsman
with the 33rd Tactical Fighter
Wing.
Lyons is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lyons Sr.,
Westbury, Long Island.
The couple was recently
assigned to the headquarters
NAACP PR Department
Gets New Assistant
ple was
Executive
kins.
Marr began work in his new
position on Jan. 15, Working
under supervision of Henry
Lee Moon, the Association's
director of public relations,
he is assisting in the varied
aspects of the NAACP public
relations program including
publicity, the preparation of
literature, contacts with the
news media, and development
of the new promotional and
image-projecting ideas.
Until last month, Marr was
secretary of the American
Missionary Association College
Cintennials and director of
Its Amistad Awards which he
created and for which he de-
signed the plaque.
He coordinated public re- I
lations for the member col- ;
leges participating in the cen-
tennial.
Previously he had operated I
the House of Marr, a job
print shop specializing in
"art" printing. Now a resi-
dent of Brooklyn, N.Y., Marr
attended Wilberforce Univer-
sity where he studied journal-
ism and printing. He also
pursued courses at the New
School for Social Research in
New York City.
Airman
of the 327th Air Division, Tai-
pei Air Station, and reside
in their four-room apartment
in Taipei with their German
Shepherd dog, "Stark." Their
Taiwanese maid, Lu Chi,
watches their apartment for
them while they are at work.
Marvia Is the only WAF
assigned to the organization,
and the couple holds the
honor of being the only mili-
tary husband and wife team at
the station.
"My husband likes to scuba
dive," says Marvia, "and he
intends to do a lot of diving
while we are here in Taiwan."
Before entering the Air
Force, Marvia attended Plea-
santville high school with
her eight • sisters and two
brothers. She was employed
by the Magda Erickson Nurs-
ing home prior to entering the
service.
Husband Robert attended
Westbury High school with
his two brothers and two
sisters. He worked as an IBM
operator at 0. E. McIntire
company, Westbury, N. Y.,
before enlistment on June 25,
1985.
"We both love our assign-
ment here in Taipei," says
Robert, "and hope to stay for
a long time."
NEW YORK — The appoint-
ment of Warren Marr, 11, as
an assistant in the public
relations department of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo-
announced here by
Director Roy Wil-
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The Junior Mail Users Coon g I ackcil from Lester Elementary
School, 584 Lester, got a first
hand look at what goes on
behind the scenes at the post
office on Friday, January 26,
when they toured the Main!
Postal Facility at Front and
Madison, Acting Postmaster
Lydel Sims reported.
Mrs. Bettye R. Darnell is
the Teacher-Advisor for the
Lester Junior Council which is
made up of 66 students. Regi-
nald Martin is president of the
group and Beverly Stevenson
is the reporter.
The visit to the post office
is part of a continuing postal
education program for local
elementary students which is
co-sponsored by the Memphis
Mail Users Council and the
Memphis Post Office.
"Junior Councils have benn
organized in 94 Memphis s-hool
to date," Mr. Sims said. "And
the- Memphis councils are
the first Junior Mail Users
Councils in the nation."
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1968
VISITING POSTMASTER
— Members of the Lester
Elementary School Junior
4
Mail Users Council stop-
' ped by the postmaster's of.
lice when they visited the
Junior Mailers BIG MOUTH
Visit Postmen muses
Behind Scenes
Kindergarten
PTA To Meet
Wednesday
, Main Post Office last Fri-
' day; Jan. 26, and here they
meet Acting Postmaster
Lydel Sims.
On Miss.'
Lawmaker
•
B ALFRED DUCKETT
"Man, the sun do move.
"I know you have read about,
that Soul Brother in Missidams-1
sippi who got himself electedi
to the State Legislature. 
Well,'of course, it is one thing t  get'
elected in a foreign country
like that — and another to
keep evil white folks from
saying you cannot be seated.
Like they did in Georgia with
that baby-faced brother, Ju-
lian Bond.
Anyway, as you might expect,
there were folks in Ole Miss;
decided not to allow this!
,brother to be sworn in. But he,
were smart enough to see to it
that a whole bunch of hell
weuld he stirred up all over1
the country if that happened.
So them crackers thought;
twice — and that is accom-
plishing something — for a 1
cracker — and decided not to
give him any trouble.
"So, the other dai. Soul
ty in your own church.
(Leontyne Hunt is the vo.ce
Sometimes a woman who usesof Planned Parenthood As-
birth control in spite of re sociation, Chicago Area. Ques-
ligious teachings that such a tions from readers are wet
practice is wrong, for instance, corned 
r  
in 
this 
and will
coit ilibLin oransw bymay develop symptoms 0f e he   
various kinds which are an out- personal mail, if a stamped
picturing of her guilt feelings, return envelope is enclosed.
A loss of "desire towards her Mrs. Hunt's address is Planned
husband could be such a symp. Parenthood, 185 N. Wabash
N here more than in Ave. Chicago. Ill. 60601.itorn. ow
the area of sex is the effect of
thought upon the physical body
more evident. In fact, one wise;
!doctor once said that sex was!
"90 percent above the neck"
—in other words, in the mind.,
The only way you can find
out for sure whether there is
any connection between your,
Brother marched right into is every day. use of the pills and the change,
in your feelings towards sexual'
intercourae is to change to
another method of birth con-
trol — the diaphragm. perhaps,
or the intrauterine loop — and
,see if things improve. If not,
garten PTA will meet-on Wed- Il the pills could not be to blame.
nesday night, Jan. 31. at 7:30. !. If an uneasy conscience, be-Memphis must have the most to bulk mailers ' to attend a
and parents should come out conscientious mailers in the clinic on the new postal rates. 
cause of your religion, is the
for information regarding the world, Acting Postmaster Ly- They ran out of correspon- cause 
of your problem. it will
del Sims said today. They even dence cards bearing the post probably 
not be solved until
add postage to official mail office penalty indicia which you use only a 
method approv-,
they return to the post office, were being enclosed for mail- ed by your 
church.
f am assuming you have hadIt all started when the post ers to return to the post office
office was sending invitations making their reservations, a thorough check-up by 
your
doctor and there is nothing I
About 250 obsolete 4-cent physically wrong that could
be responsible for your wish i
of the correspondence card.
postal cards were used in place
The 4-cent cards were pre- 
to avoid inteicourse.
Dear Leontyne:
addressed for return t o the I have been married four
post office and postal officials years and have four kids. I.
assumed they would be sent would like to come to Planned
Parenthood for birth control,
but we do not have much
money. I have heard if you are,
on relief you do not have tol
pay anything, but we are not,
on relief. How much would I
have to pay?
Planned Parenthood's fees
are based on a sliding scale
according to the family income,
number of children in thel
family, rent paid, etc. this!
way, no one is ever charged
more than 'she can afford to
pay. And no one is ever turned
away for lack of funds.
Installation services for offi- With four youngsters under
cers of the Beulah Baptist five years of age, you surely
church will be held on Sunday,,have a rest from childbearing
Feb. 4, in a service to begin coming to you! Call 726-5134
at 3 p.m. to find out where the Center,
nearest to your home is locat-
The guest speaker will be ed, and then go there without:
Mailers Adding Stamps
The Person Avenue Kinder- To Obsolete Cards
closing services.
Mrs. Alma Edwards and ]
'Mrs. Pinkie Williams are di-
rectors. Rev. L. S. Shelton is I
pastor of the church.
A
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King Adds To Operation Breadbasket Staff
ATLANTA, Ga., — Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. announced
the appointment of two key
assistants to Rev. Jesse Jack.
Keep Your
Family The
Right Size
By LEONTYNE HUNT
Dear Leontyne!
I have been taking the julls
for almost three years now.
never had any side effects
after the first month or two Dear E.:
and have been very happy with
this method of birth control.
But for about six months now,
I have been noticing I don't
have much sexual desire. I
have always had a very good
sex relationship with my hus-
band, but lately I find I am
I always glad when he leaves
son, national director of SCLC's
Operation Breadbasket.
Rev. Calvin Morris has been
named associate director of
married to each other, whether
they are married to other peo-
ple or not. Who is right?
E. McD.
Your friend is right, accord-
ing to the Illinois Criminal
,Code, Chapter No. 38, Section
11-7. Not only must one of he
parties be married, but the
behavior of the couple must be
"open and notorious" in order
for their relationship to he con-
me alone. What could cause
sidered adultery, and therefore
this? Could it be the pills? 
a 
crime.If 
 
An unmarried person having
hate to do that.
so, I will give them up, but I , '
!sex relations with another un-
MRS. T. T.
,married person is guilty of
Dear Mrs. T.:
committing what is legally
I doubt very much if the
known as fornication. In this
pills themselves have caused 
'
case: also, the behavior is not
• considered a crime unless
the opposite is true 
is c nge. Mostu Petheir the behavior is "open and
'desire has increased greatly notorious."
since they no longer have to These are strictly LEGAL
worry about getting pregnant. definitions. For a religious in-
It is possible, however, that terpretation of what consti-
there is a psychological reason tutes adultery, it would be best
1 ure f d • that to consult a person of authori•
would apply to your use of
an' form of contraception.
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes
BLACK or
BROWN
$36w
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for
years —knou ing they're the fin..st you can buy. fine
hand-craftsmansliip • .. rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
iPP South Miley Straet
Charlie Act:mans freatialt
the big building where white
folks been making white laws
for so many years without
having to look at a Negro
'less he was the janitor. He
marched right past a statue of
the late Theodore Bilbo who
died, fighting hard to keep
black people "in they place."
If there is anything to this
business of people turning
over in they graves. I know
Mr. Bilbo flipped — although
his Stature remained very calm
about the whole thing.
"One of the cracker senators
told the press that he believed
the Soul Brother would he a
'good, humble' legislator. If
he is. this cracker declared, he
and his fellow crackers would
work with him.
"I guess that means htey ex-
pect him to sit there and don't
talk too much, or rock any
boats or sound off when the
i black folks who elected him
;need someone to sound off for
them. In Missidamssippi, that
back without the extra penny
postage added.
When the first one arrived
from Southern College of Op-
tometry, stuck neatly on the
card was a one-cent stamp.
"The penny has been refunded
to the mailer," Mr. Sims
reported.
I Beulah Officers
• To Be Installed
Rev. L. S. Biles, pastor of
Bloomfield B a ptist church.
Music will be furnished for
the program by the Bloomfield
choir.
The theme for the day wil
be "Doing What is Christian.'
Martin Miller is chairman o
the service, and Mrs. Lurlin
Crawford co-chairman.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is 
pasteof the church.
delay. (You will be told
whether or not an appointment
is necessary.)
Dear Mrs. Hunt.
Would you please settle an
I argument for- me and my
friend (if you can)? Just what
f 'does "adultery" mean? He
says 'ire of the two. parties
having an affair has to be
married or it cannot be called
r adultery. I believe the word
applies to any two people not
THE BARGAIN SHOP
Closeouts On Winter Clothing
Ladies Coats  500 to $1.00
Men's Sports & Over Coats  054 to $1.00
Children's Clothing  10t to 25t
Electric Heaters $2.95
G.E. Steam 1, Dry Irons  $3.95
Pressing Irons $1.95
Radios  $5.95
Day Beds (4 only) $10.00
Complete Full Size Bed  $29.95
Two Eye Hot Plates (3) $5.95
Misc. Aset of Appll 7S4 up
WE ALSO HAVE SHOES, BOOKS, TOYS, DISHES & NUMEROUS
OTHER ITEMS. ,
150 BEALE AVENUE
OPEN
9 00 5 00 MON IHRU SAT 
Chicago Operation Breadbas-
ket, the comprehensive pro-
gram of economic development
in the ghetto that has become
SCLC's model for expansion
of Breadbasket to major cities
in the nation, King said.
Rev. Ed Riddick was ap-
pointed national research di-
rector of the gCLC Breadbas-
ket program.
The SCLC president said,
"With the addition of these out-
standing men, Rev. Morris and
Rev. Reddick, to the Bread-
basket staff, we are stepping
up our aggressive campaign
under the able direction of
Rev. Jackson to establish eco-
nomic security and control
within the Negro community.-
Since April, 1966, Rev. Jack-
son has directed Operation,
Breadbasket in Chicago. The.
program began in 1962 in At-
lanta as a project to secure
more and better jobs' for Ne-i
groes. Breadbasket through!
the years has been started in
I numerous Southern colnmuni-
ties.
In Chicago. SCLC developed
a comprehensive economic pro-
, gram through Opera ti o n
Breadbasket. Last fall, as
SCLC began organizing Bread-
basket chapters in major cit-
ies, Rev. Jackson became na-
tional director.
He is directing both the
Chicago and national Bread-
basket programs from the
SCLC office in Chicago, and
;co-ordinating this work with
:other SCLC programs by fre-
,quent consultation with Dr.
King and the organization's.
! executive staff in Atlanta.
Rev. Jackson said -we are
;expanding our staff, both
!nationally and in Chicago. be-
!cause SCLC's Operation Bread-!
sxet is P
program that is taking on new
! responsibilities and challenges !
!daily. Riddick and Morris, in
tprevious work with us, have
already proved their great
-value to SCLC and the black
;community throuh this pro-
,gram.-
"In Operation Breadbasket,'•
Rev. Jackson continue d,
'"SCLC is striving diligently to
create within the black _coin-
munity a sense of national con-iket program in Chicago has
sciousness to overcome the
fears .of local isolation.
"No major, industry in this
country can withstand the
pressure of pickets effectively
marching simultaneously when
Breadbasket is organized na-
tionwide in as many as 50 cit-
ies. Anyone whose margin of
profit is located in the ghetto
is subject to our naticinal drive.
We are already moving on this
nationwide Breadbasket sys-
tem in many cities, including
Atlanta, Brooklyn, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Chicago, Houston,
Los Angeles, and cities in
North Carolina.
"We have heard from lead-
ers in about 50 cities who
want to become part of our
nationwide program."
The model SCLC Breadbas-
achieved not only thousands
of new and upgraded jobs for
Negroes, but also opportunities
for development and expansion
of black-owned and controlled
business and financial institu-
tions, including banks, savings
and loan associations, news-
papers, building contractors,
insurance, radio stations, gar-
bage collection, pest control,
and janitorial services.
"By building our own eco-
nomic institutions," Rev. Jack-
son says, "we are fighting
the economic colonialism
which has exploited black peo-
ple in America. We are or-
ganizing economic power
through SCLC Operation Bread-
basket so that we will be in
a position to bargain, not to
beg."
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New Detroit Committee
The failure in Detroit to evolve a
coalition of forces between black power
advocates and influential white com-
munity leaders is to be lamented.
Though the concept of separatism seems
to be the central logic in the thesis of
the black militants, it should be obvious
that attainment of power will not and
cannot come by isolation.
A coalition of forces with identical
aims and objectives would hasten the
advent of the power that the black cru-
saders seek.
The split was triggered by the New
Detroit Committee's refusal to grant a
$100,000 subsidy to the mititant Negro
group on a "no string" basis. The com-
mittee offered the money but on condi-
tions including one calling for the mili-
tants to coordinate spending with a
group of moderate Negroes, who would
also receive the same amount.
DEFENDER
The committee became interested in
an alliance with the black militants
when its white leaders realized that in
working with the traditional Negro lead-
ership they had been talking to the
"wrong" leaders.
The conditions put on the $100,000
grant were constrrued by the black mili-
tants as a denial of self-determination.
They said, "Whites have tried to absorb
blacks paternalistically and then on
terms set by whites." The whole affair
seems to be a misunderstanding of the
conditions associated with the grant.
Neither side exhibited much tact and re-
sourcefulness. There should be ground
for compromise since both groups have
vested interest in the social and econo-
mic circumstances of the slums.
and economic circumstances of the
slums.
The Urban Challenge
One of the most serious challenges
facing the countries of the world is ur-
banization. A recent Unittd Nations pub-
lication calls it one of the most impor-
tant phenomena of our time. It says the
migration of vast numbers of people
from the countryside to towns is a mark
of material progress.
The publication warns: "In all coun-
tries there is a need to take full advan-
tage of the new technology in transport
and communications, in services and
utilities, and in construction to rejuve-
nate the cities, to return to them the
benefits of nature, and to reduce the
daily chore of urban travel. Where ade-
quate techniques do not exist, new ones'
must be developed."
America, with her over-congested!
urban centers and incredible slums, fac-
es a task far more formidable than that
of any other country in the WesternI
hemisphere.. The process of rehabilita-
tion, unfortunately, is not proceeding
as rapidly RS it should, because of politi-
cal entangement. Big city slums must
come down if "America, the beautiful,"
i is not to be true only in song.
A Vanishing Organization
A drop in operating income and in:
membership of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People
was reported by Roy Wilkins, executive
director in his annual survey of the
organization status. He cited the "puni-
tive mood of Congress" as one of the
factors responsible for the loss.
"The uncertainty induced by viol-
ence, the punitive mood of Congress, the
confusing and provocative statements of
a wide variety of individuals and organi-
zations and the frustrations induced by
the overwhelming problems of the cen-
tral cities," were in the catalogue of
contributing causes that Wilkins read
to the association's corporation in ex-
plaining the decrease in membership and
the loss in income.
A close look at the NAACP's action
program on the national scale gives more
of an insight into the cause for the pres-
ent constriction than Wilkins' assess-
ment of the situation. The national
organization lacks the fire and energy
needed to bring about desirable social
change. Local branches, however, have
carried out the burden of their responsi-
bilities with amazing fortitude and re-
sults wthout vigorous, open support
from the national office. Indeed, the
tendency to temporarize with incandes-
cent issues has brought not only dis-
satisfaction but disgust among the rank
and file of the membership.
It is evident that the NAACP's na-
tional office is, out of joint with the
time. It has neither the militancy nor
the intellectual sagicity to meet the
critical challenges posed by the events!
of the day. In truth, the black masses,
no longer look to the national office of!
the NAACP for guidance and action.'
The initiative has passed into the hands'
of those civil rights organizations whose,
leaders have not compromised their corn-i
mitments and are ready to suffer mar-
tyrdom for the cause they advocate.
Too frequent trips to the White
House have softened the voices of some:
of our civil rights leaders. They are now
preaching restraint and patience to
those who can no longer endure the
burden of abject poverty. They say
nothing, show no anger about police
na . .ormg-brutality which is given much encour- lonaw e
agement by the city mayors and mem-i
cplaersa tiaoroes publicizing 
to
ntatheir pre.
in those
bers of Congress. The conservatism of fomenting uprisings. 
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I BERKELEY LEADS THE WAY!
NATIONAL
OTLINE
By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — This town has a new super-Negro organi.
satin called the Black United Front. It was formed recently
when 100 Negro leaders responded to an invitation by Stokely
Carmichael to a meeting at the New School for Afro-American
Thought, a "think black" institution. Newsmen from all media,
most of them Negroes, were not admitted to the meeting, on
one of D.C.'s coldest days, the Negro reporters remained stand
lag on 14th Street for three hours trying to find out what %ac
going on in the meeting. Carmichael, who presided, urged
those in attendance not to discuss what was said. However,
through the usual leaks, it was discovered that Carmichael cf.'s.
cussed the end of name calling among the organizations c111,1
the need for coordinating a drive to see that every Negro
registered with some civil rights group, no matter how model.
ate. He made an impassioned plea for unity. Even the moder•
lates in attendance expressed the view later that Carmichael did
a good job of moderating the meeting and did not try to Impose
his beliefs onto the group. His anti-Vietnam rhetoric which he
spouted all around the world was not repeated. Nor were there
any observations on his recent trip.
A Point I
Of View
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
There seems to be develop- standable. Maybe it's more or
ing a "new look" for riots
in cities all over the United
States. La w enf orcement
administrators and agencies
all over the nation, where there
are large concentrations of
ghetto-dwellers (meaning most-
ly Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and
Mexican-Americans). . . have
announced various and sundry
plans for controlling the hot
weather violence which has
; become an expected develop-
ment on a seasonal basis.
The head of the police in
Miami, Florida, seems to have
set the pace in the matter
of the philosophy of the "plans"
He has taken the "hardboiled"
attitude of "law and order . .
or else police killings".
In Philadelphia it is an open
secret that they have provided
their police with the military's
terroristic weapon, the flame-
thrower, to control rioters.
In some cities tanks are
being held in reserve. Police
dogs are expected to be next
summer's order of the day
of ghetto control. The National
Guard, State Guards, local
policemen, and even Federal
troops are being given special
riot-control training.
The President of the United
States has a cry for crime
control. His wife has made her
plea for self-projection in the
matter "crime in the streets."
A former Memphis Police
Commissioner, serving in the
administration of Tennessee
Gov. Buford Ellington, has
' made headlines with his an-
nounced program of law en-
forcement . . . particulary
against riots . . . in the Volun-
teer State.
I All over, local, state, and
less as it should be. But
there's a wild deuce in the
deck. D way best be indicated
by a question: How many
minority group members • • •
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Alexi-
can-Americans, and American
against them. And the
word "against" is used ad-
visedly. . .because, when it's
faced the American minorities
situations is basically a "war"
on the domestic (home) front.
But it's a different and unique
kind of war. It's a war of
Americans against Americans.
It adds up as a caste, anti
class proposition. It is a
most confusing, rather ab-
surd, and tragic situation.
After all, there are legitimate
"gripes- in the ghetto. It
is equally true that Americans
generally have not faced up
to the realities of the situation.
It is also true that there
has not been enough creative
and imaginative thought and
effort applied to handle it.
The only thing the "Establish-
ment" has been able to come
up with is more guns, more
dogs, more hickory sticks,
more police. . .more force.
There has been little or
no effort to have a meeting
of minds. For instance, one
wonders how many Memphis
Negroes have been called in
AtivAor of having "show-case" Ne-
groes selected by white folk
as their spokesmen. They
k want a hand in naming who
will speak in their behalf. So
far, most of the Negroes who
are doing the talking "ain't
Negroes." They're just white
men in dark skins.
If there is to be a big-
time, meaningful. and fruit-
ful dialogue between whites
and black folk in America
today, then the leaders Ne-
groes select, not the ones
white folk in America today,
then then the leaders Ne-
groes select, not the ones
white folk have been listening
to, are going to have to be
seated at the conference tables.
Otherwise, the mass of black
men will have heard nothing of
Indians have been included in 
ithe badalities being voiced
the planning stages for riot IbY 
the "Negro selectees on
control? After all, it's as lpain 
Hum an Relations Committees
as the nose on the face that 
and other stop-gap road-blocks
the basic and primary aims 
to racial harmony. In other
of the plans are directed
a--- views ought to be reflected
winords, M e mphis Negroes,'
any plans for maintaining
law and m2oitrdse.r during 
ing 
the
cominghesru mmer. And 
h 
goesf
Urban Service
0E0 Announces
Awards
Sixteen community leaders,
three organizations and two
newspapers in Tennessee were
I among the first to receive
the recently established Urban
Service Award of the Office
of E c o nomic Opportunity,
Sargent Shriver, Director of
ced
This honor is for those in-
dividuals and organizations
"whose dedicated efforts to
alleviate the oro
poor i n A merica's cities! INSIDE STUFF: Students seeking summer jobs with federal; have helped create a better agencies ought to get with their local Civil Service Commis-;life for our citizens," accord- sion office and find out the dates for the exams. Now is the'ing to the award.
MEETING AFTERMATH: A steering committee has been
formed including such diversified views as Marion Berry. for-
, merly of SNICK, Carmichael. the Rev. David H. Eaton, the
Walter Fauntroy, fomerly with Dr. King and now a District
commissioner; Nathan Hare, deposed Howard university prof.;
the Rev. Jefferson Rogers, the Rev. Charming E. Phillips, C.
'Sumner Stone, formerly witt.Adam.Powell, new writing books
on the Negro and Sterling Tucker, Urban League executive ...
Insiders say that the moderates have joined the group because
there is a growing feeling that the black powerites have the ear
of the ghetto. The moderates have to keep communications with
the black power group. As ideal as the Black Unity theme
sounds, the wise boys are saying that it will never get off the
ground. Members of the NAACP claim that Stokely needs them
so that he can have a following. Whitney Young, the Urban
League chief, is openly suspicious of the coalition. H. Carl
;Moultrie, head of the NAACP branch and fraternity executive.
;declined to serve on the steering committee. Congressional
leaders and just plain white folks are up in arms over the idea
and the dailies are fast writing the "be calm" editorials for
;their white readers. Only time will tell.
NOTES ON A FRAYED CUFF: Former Chicagoan G. T.
1Wood, who holds down an executive post with one of D.C.'s
poverty units has reconciliated with his wife, also an ex-Chica-
go resident . . . Walter Lewis, who handled the field operations
for the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, has become the Equal
Employment Opportunity officer with HUD. There are several
offers presently dangling in front of Clarence Hunter of the
Commission and he could pick up one anyday now LBJ's or-
der to cut foreign travel will undoubtedly curtail to a consider-
able degree the frequent foreign excursions of such federal big-
gies as George L-P Weaver of Labor; Samuel Westerfield at
State; Shelton B. Granger of HUD; Lem Graves of USIA and
Hobart Taylor of the Export Bank .. . Down on the LBJ ranch
with the President was Jean Hundley, the Negro secretary in
the White House press office. She was a part of the LBJ en-
tourage for the round-the-world trip and normally she moves
with the traveling staff . . . The Washington Afro is all set to
move back into its former location, the renovated bldg. at 11th
and S strs, N.W. . . . Martin Luther King in town to test the
wind for his threatened massive civil disobedience demonstration
in the spring. It's the second thing the white folks are worrying
about.
oapply . . . The new Federal City College is looking for
MTeihnephisin jdaiscikduRalasmsaiynclu uded: se.
H. Turner, Mrs. Frances E. 
faculty members. The
than those at Howard and other D. C. institutions. Only Ph.D's
,
; HCneerschDerl. 
D. S. Cunningham. 
and need apply, the column hears . . . Some civil righters are
time t 
posts will pay good salaries — higher
to conference to help local ;Dr. Hollis Price.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commision when his term runs
law enforcement    officials
quietly plugging for the renomination of Samuel Jackson to the
' 
In addition to the above , r,
ctoi t athte mallionsahlrs;plan for riot control for this
'ont in July. Sam's chances for reappointment are, at this time,
summer. Maybe some 
have:iv.riedrividumalasae
e is a power play here . . . Jimmie Hil
been called. But that won't 
-get the desired results . . • tion, the Junior Police Force,
ights Charitable Organize-
hard, the veteran army officer, is now a full colonel and is 
only about 50-SO. Ther •
not when the big boys in- 
the Playmebile Volunteers,
The Chattanooga Times and
to whom they will listen.
sist on selecting the Negroes
tiredold, hobbling leadershin is intended tol  And the action, is under- Negroes are gut-bucket
earn the blessings of philanthropy, rath- INTEGRATION CHUCKLESer than advance with uncompromising
vigor the cause of the suffering black
masses.
With more and more people losing
faith in its leadership, the NAACP, as
a national organization, is fast becom-,
ing a debating society whose resolutions
will be pleasing only to Sunday-school
goers. Unless it is reorganized from top:
((
to bottom and a militant action program ,
is activated, the NAACP will soon out-
live its usefulness.
Miss. New Governor
Those who were looking for bright-
er racial days in Mississippi must now
revise their estimate. In his inaugural
address, Gov. John Bell Williams warn-
ed that the state would disregard politi-
cal party lines to support state's rights
polilcies.
The 49-year-o/d lawyer, a Democrat
stripped of his party seniority in Con-
gress for supporting Republican Barry
Goldwater in the 1964 Presidential race,
made it clear that Mississippi "will not
stultify her conscience nor prostitute
her convictions in order to curry favor
with any political party."
In such a climate, the Ku Klux
Klan and other hate organisations will
flourish without deterrence or impedi-
ment. An outspoken Administration foe
for two decades in Congress, Williams'
regime offers no great hopes for Negro
citizens of the old Confederate state.
p1
... A WORD OF ADVICE .....DON'T GET SICKAND TAKE. OFF THE DAY 'IF TER, PAY DAY
the Nashville Tennessean.
Mr. R a msay, Chairman,
When Angier Biddle Duke returns from Madrid to become
when this plush spot came along. He is a Wilberforce grad . . .loSnhelbthye
Commission,e utiv  
hBaosarsearveodf 
Chief of Protocol replacing James Symington, will Ambas-
;the Personnel Committee.
WOPC from its inception and on 
sador Duke bring Richard Fox, former State Dept. trouble
Mr. Turner, Vice-chairman shooter and Carl Rowan protege, with him? . . . That six-footof the National Board of
;NAACP and Vice-president
1of the Tri -State Bank,
.served on WOPC Board as
;treasurer and Executive Com-
mittee member from incep-
tion.Mrs. Co e , member of
WPOC Board of Directors
as representative of Memphis
City Board of Education, has
been a tireless influence in
initiating WOPC and staying
with it through early days
of frustration.
Mr. Feibleman served as
legal counsel and First vice-
president of WOPC Board
until July 1967, when he
was elected Chairman.
, In presenting these Urban
1Service Awards, Sargent
Shriver s a d, "Americans
difficult challenge is in
the city, and you have metit by working in the city to
help improve the quality of
urban life. Awards can never
repay you for this unselfish
dedication to the welfare of seeking the kind of legislation passed last year in Montgomeryyour fellow man but they do Court Maryland, the other D.C. suburb. Meanwhile the Veteransaffirm our deep appreciation
Administration in Va., has announced that all houses repossessedI poor."
for your work in behalf of the
from veterans will be sold under a non-discriminatory clause.
signed to the Pentagon. He was slated for retirement in June
high, mile long fence being built around the site of the GOP con-vention in Miami, may only inspire demonstrators rather thandeter them.
NOTES AT RANDOM: THE President's report on theeconomic picture of the Negro released early in November has
provoked some controversy. The Report which presented what
was termed a "mixed picture' tended to be positive hi its over-all aspects. The GOP has its experts culling it for loopholes ...C. H. Featherstone has been appointed the deputy contract
compliance officer for the U.S. Post Office by Larry O'Brien.
He had been serving as an attorney with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission . . . Some mothers are dismayed that
one of the dailies here exploded as a fraud the "official" ?lad-ing of government that miniskirts worn in cold weather built
up fatty deposits which would give wearers unsightly largeankles. They (the Mothers) though they had a real defense .A group in surburban Northern Virginia working for open hous.ing in that state which borders the District has selected a name
to end all names. It is called the Committee for Open Occu-
pancy Legislation (COOL), A group of 25 civic organizations are
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Childhood Memories In spire Designs
WASHINGTON — (hIP1) —
Bob Gerdes believes that chil-
dren should .not grow up in
homes that lack adequate bath-
rooms, d e pendable central
heating systems and complete-
ly equi pped kitchens.
Along with his eight brothers
and sisters, Gordon did, and he
La convinced that the ex-
perience had a lot to do with
his decision to become an ar-
chitect.
"We lived in the sticks,"
Gordon recalled recently, "in
one of the Maryland suburbs
of Washington."
Mere memories of childhood
surroundings for the family of
11 during the 1930's brought
a rueful smile and a depreca-
tory shaking of the head. It
was during his high school
years, Gordon feels, that dis-
taste for the family's origi- The combination of faculty
nal environment evolved into support and burning plenty of
active determination "to do oil in- his study lamp resulted,
something." in a scholastic record that
opened the doors of Howard
university, W a 3 hiollton, to
Gordon when he applied in
1952 or admission to the school
of architecture.
"I received a great deal of
encouragement from several
of my teachers when they
found out that I was thinking
of going into architecture,"
he recalls.
"I discussed my feeling that
as an architect I could Influence
the design of housing and per-
haps improve the environ-
ment for others."
1 FACTS ATIVI NEGRO
Of J. A. MONK
MILAI
4
,
LATE AS THE 18114. CENTURYCHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES USED TO
MARRY WHITE WOMEN 10 AFRICAN
KINGS IN ORDER 10 HOLD THEM TO
THEIR RELIGION. A WHITE SISTER OF
THE ORDER OF $T. THOMAS WAS
MARRIED 10 THE BLACK KING OF
BENIN. ANOTHER TO KING MUSHIDI OF
SOUTH AFRICA. THE AFRICAN KINGS
REGARDED SUCH MARRIAGES AS
ALLIANCES WITH THE EUROPEAN POWERS.
InISSASSINATED
PRESIDENT OF TOGO,
WEST AFRICA. WAS ONE
OF THE ABLEST OF THE
LEADERS OF THE NEW
AFRICAN REPUBLICS.
EDUCATED AT THE SOR-
BONNE IN PARIS, HE
WAS ONE OF THE MOST
BRILLIANT STUDENTS IN
HIS CLASS. N 1951, HE
SERVED AS MEMBER OF
THE FRENCH NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY IN PARIS.
AS PRESIDENT HE LIV-
ED SIMPLY, AND RODE
A BICYCLE INSTEAD OF
IN A CAR 70 HIS OFFICE.
ELIMINATED ALL GOVERN,
MENT DISPLAY. THE CHIEF
OPPOSITION WAS TO HIS
TAX REFORM.
111PEN0-17P-m
ff
Samuel Allen,
BORN A SLAVE IN LEWi6-
BURG,VA. IN 1842, ROSE
TO Be MAYog OF THE
WHITE MINING TOWN
OF RENDVILLE/OHIO,
IN 1891.
ALLEN,Wwo OWNED THE
LEADING HOTEL AND
BARBER SHOP WAS NOTEDFOR HIS BUSINESS TACT
AND HIS HONESTY.
7044cd
ALL
MA
Send $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club. . .315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
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ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS
COME IN TODAY - ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN - MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY 
THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
'a
• "NICK".BONNETTE
• J. P. (JAY) GUIDI
• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS
OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR No. I OLDSMOBILE DEALER
ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
8 5 0 POPLAR • PNONI 521 55;1
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For Better
After four years, army
service interrupted his Wu-
cation, but he picked up some
valuable practical experience
during his assignment to the
post engineer at an army area
Housing
'headquarters in France-
' Being stationed !versus also
!yielded an esthetic bonus. The
!student of architecture was
able to travel around western
Europe and see some of the
His pride and joy is this scale model of moderate-in-
come housing which architect Bob Gordon helped design and
which is included in a six-townhouse cluster currently
under construction in the nation's capital. An alumnus of
Howard university's school of architecture (1959), Gordon
has set his sights on a bigger goal — city planning. (NP!
Photo)
COMPLETES BASIC — Air-
man Christopher Faulkner,
son of Mrs. Johannah Faulk-
ner of I428 S. Main, -Memphis.
has completed basic training
at Lackland WEI, Tex., and
has been assigned to Sheppard
AFB, Tex., for schooling as a
Communications speci alist.
He is a 1967 graduate of Car-
Iver
.
 High school.
AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
fP), 517
trizzz,
,1010
coo•
aitlzr3
;10• z•••-. •
Tommie L. Morgan, son of
Mrs. Lucille Morgan of Cren-
shaw, Miss.. ha • completed C424142
I basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex., and is now being
schooled there as a security
policeman. A 1966 graduate of
Melrose High school, he is the
son of A. L. Morgan of 1600
, Foster St.
• U WORK U
RIDE
See Only
GEORGE HOWELL
FORMER DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT
FINANCE BA-LANCE
1964 CHEv. S. SPORT
Radio Heater, All Power
Bucket Seats  $1350
1967 CHEV.
Impala
' 
Bucket Seats
Console, R H  $7250
HOEHN HAS GOT IT,
Orr.
6010
10
370 UNION AVE.
HOER it
24211,
525-8358
or
527-4471
(.014V&NON1
1.0CA HOPIS
sotas 5,1 VOir
Gil Pets' sweat
Havoc,-
zlitiz,
, 45:3;z:z.a.: •,,,..; :
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I SOME ARE LIKE THAT
'cathedrals and other buildings
be had studied in his design
classes.
On shedding his uniform,
Gordon returned to school,
and finally in 1959, the big day
came: he received a degree
as a bachelor of architecture
from Howard.
Early in his career, Gordon
worked on preliminary studies
for streets, garages, shopping
malls and subway locations for
Washington's "National Capi-
tal Downtown Committee."
Then there were stints with
two architectural firms in
Washington, where he help-
ed design schools, motets, ho-
tels and apartment houses.
For the past three and a half;
years, Gordon has been realiz-
ingi  the goal traced to childhood
I memories of inadequate
'housing: " i n fluencing the,
design of housing through my
work as an architect."
I With one of the partners in
Use Silver Spring (Md.) firm
of Collins ilk Kronstadt, Leahy,
Hogan, Collins, he is involved
in land and architectural plan-
ning for several housing pro-
jects in an urban renewal
area in downtown Washington.
One of these is a cluster of
six townhouses now under con-
struction by the National As.
of Home Builders, for
sale to residents in the re-
newal area (or other qualified
families displaced by renewal
or highway construction.)
Gordon said he found these
l houses — which are using
I concrete panels for walls,
 t' /9  
s
5pPkCV...
RE NT
c8E.AP
Control yourself, brother. He's not
will he be the last who is willing to
right for a mess of grits.
floors and roofs — and Sur-
sum Corda. a group of rental
'housing units nearby, -par-
ticularly satisfying to work on
because tight spaces are more
challenging than detached
houses on large suburban lots." 1
Instead of the conventional'
side-by-side arrangement fac-
the
sell
first, nor
his birth-
ing a parallel row of houses
across the street, Gordon
and his associate age group-
ing the six NAHB houses
around landscaped areas in
such a way that each over-
looks a small park, protected
i play area for children or its
own private courtyard.
caz
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a
Society
Merry
Go-round
 ,e Clarke and jiburs truly.
Alma Booth took the Links
on a "Winter Tour of Ja-
maica" when they met at her I
home on McLemore last Fri- ;
day. Highlights of the toun
included the "Goon Bay Bar"
with Alma's daughter-in-law, !
' Delorise's brother, Arnold I
IJoyner as "Keeper of theKeys."
ERMA LEE LAWS
"Knowledge is praud -that, his terrific band which lea-
it knows so much; wisdom tures the "James Brown1
is humble that it knows Sound" (he brings his own
DO more". William Cowper. amplifying system and stage
Life at the helm of the lights), the three electric
merry-go-round is a world of violins which we understand
happiness for us, Ming here are new additions produced
and there and always meeting an ethereal sound, we couldn't
so many interesting people. help but think how broad and
Saturday we were up bright generous he was. His auto-
and early, that is early for a graphs read„ "Stay in School."
Saturday morning, chatting What better admonition could
via telephone with Joe Black. he give to his adoring young
vice-president of , Greyhound fans?
Bus Company who was here During part of the show he
from his Chicago office.
Then Mattie Sengstacke and
the commandant of the
carousel were off to Ascension
Lutheran Church where we
attended the wedding of charm-
ing Betty Mitchell and Dr.
Helmuth Martin Gilow. The
bride is an instructor at the
Memphis Academy of Arts
and the groom professor of
chemistry a t S outhwestern
University. Betty is a former
George Grider staffer.
We have found the relation-
ship between the various news
media to be just wonderful
and Saturday evening found
us as guest of WDIA at the
James Brown show in the
Coliseum. We were "escorted"
by three young gentlemen who
now consider us oh so hep
and really on the ball, Lonnie
Cooke, Helen and Longino's
son; and Skipper and Roy
Whalum, Tillie and Harold's
boys. •
We were all quite taken with
the star, and the boys had I
pictures made with him and
got his autograph. plus severall
from WDIA dee jays. And it's
just the kind of autographs,
that they gave which we
thought would interest you.
Besides being a master show-
man, James Brown is a hum-
ble and grateful young man!
We thought it so touching when
he thanked his audience for !
"all you've done for James
Brown." .
We'd like to thank James
Brown for all he's done for I
us. As we watched the multi-
talented musician perform,'
we were thrilled no end by
paid tribute to the late Otis
Redding and the Memphis Bar
Kays, which along with every-
thing else we tried to say
about him, makes us know
why he is "Soul Brother No.
1".
It's not only the sound,
it's a way of feeling, the
reaching out beyond himself
acknowledging o t h ers, the
belief in the kindred spirit,
the sum_ total of the man.
that gives him the power of
electrifying all he meets.
The boys were thrilled no
end to know that A. C. Williams
and "Moohah" wer one and
the same. His autograph,
-Keep On Pushing," was
also very significant and typi-
cal of his gregarious per-
sonality. 1,
Congrats to Robert -Honey-
boy" Thomas who has been
promoted to the station's direc-
tor of Music. Guess we have
an affinity for WDIA dating
back to the time we subbed
for the news director,
CLUBS, CLUBS, CLUBS . . .
The Voulants met Monday
evening of last week at the 1
home of Cell Connelly on
Central. She's the director of !
the Goodwill Homes and thel
Voulants have banded together
for the purpose of doing some-
thing for the children of the
homes.
On hand to make plans for
carrying the children to the
hockey show, the circus and
a Valentine party were Mattie
Crossley, prexy; Pauline Ton-
ey, Alma Thornton, Maggie
Peace, M a the Sengstacke,
Cora Reid, Gladys Reed, Anna
downtown% • union ave. • noughland mall
C S S
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
Catherine's
pre-inventory
sportswear
SALE
BLOUSES • SKIRTS • PANTS
SWEATERS • JUMPERS
WO don't want to count these blouses • skirts • sweaters
pants • jumpers, so we hare marked them way, way down
for you/
sizes 38 to 52
1/2 OFF
reg. 7.00 to 25.00
:NOW 3.50 to •12.50
J DOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AYE • 1792 UNION AYE. • 274-2065
WHIUMAVEN • SOUT4LAND MALL • 3,12-0044
STOUT SHOPPE
•
He wore dark trousers, white
shirt, red sash and white
gloves and was kept quite busy
passing out island intoxicants.
Delorise's sisters, Rosa and
Genine Joyner answered
the door.
Meanwhile back to the tour,
the tourists, while sipping de-
licious potables, enjoyed a
movie, "Jamaica — No Place
Like Home," dined on a ca-
tered supper of island cuisine
consisting of Canadian bacon
and spiced apples, oyster and
artichoke Dunbar in large
shells, marinated vegetables,
cauliflower, asparagus and
avocado with tom at o aspic
salad, corn fritters monkey
bread and spiced tea and cof-
fee, assorted tarts of straw-
berry, blue , apricot, a -
monds, chocolate, and lemon
chiffon was dessert.
Aourists making the trek
and reveling in the beauty of
-Alma's International Ba-
zaar" were Addie Jones, pre-
sident; Althea Price, Pat
Shaw, Lil Campbell, Marion
Gibson, Jewel Hulbert, Eddie
Albrook Home
Is Setting For
Holiday Party
The annual Christmas Par-
ty of the Christian Service
club was held at the home
of Mrs. Lavera Albrook of
1318 Niese during the holiday
season.
Serving as hostesses with
Mrs. Albrook were Mrs. Bettie
Dotson, president of the club,
and Mrs. Janie Dillion.
Other members present were
Mrs. Ernestine Roberts and
Mrs. Willie Ada Clark, club
reporter.
Members of the club ex-
changed gifts, and guests
were also presented gifts. All
enjoyed the delicious turkey
dinner with all of the trim-
mings which was brought to
the beautifully decorated table
Among the guests were Mrs. 
MR & MRS. HARRISON WHITFIELD
Future Nurses Ball
Georgia Ivory, Mrs. Wilma To Be Held March 22
Sharp wqi Williams, Mrs.
Mary King, little Miss Wanda
Rochelle Preyer, Alonzo Dil-
lion, Sr., Alonzo Dillion, Jr.,
and Mrs. Carrie Wilkins. The
club's first meeting of the year
was held in the home of Mrs.
Dotson at 868 Olympic St.
Mai Ratcliffe. Thelma Coates
from Forrest City, Ark.; Three Lectures
Cliffie Bonds, from Madison.
To Be Given
'Young. Sallie Bartholomew
'Ark.; Helen Hayes, Grace
Johnetta Kelso and Julia At-
kins. At LeMoyne
Star performer of the Lim. Three LeMoyne professors
bo was Alma's grandbaby,lhav
o f h is great-grand- 
been chosen to partici-
"Skip" who kept the adoring'pate this semester in the col-
eyeslege's English Lecture Series.
mother, Mrs. C. M. Roulhac. it was announced by Mrs.
his maternal grandparents. Velma R. McLemore, chair-
Rosa and Parker Joyner, his
paternal g r and 
a phui man of the English Depart-
Popp ment.
Booth as well as the island 
attired 1,inks, fastened on The 
series will take place
him. in the 
Brownlee Lecture Hall,
each starting at 10:30 a.m.
Jamaican Rummy reigned ,General theme is "What Is
in the card room. And the 'Man?"
The dates, speakers and sub-
which Alma had picked up
bazaar consisted of articles
in jects:
Nassau and Mexico as well
as items sent to her by rela-
tives and friends when they
traveled in Europe and Africa.
Hey Mon, the Links had a
blast of a time. eh?
It was election time when
the PATS met Saturday with
Ethel Isabel on Claremont
Circle. And the slate for their
year reads, Ezelle Parks,
president; J u 1 ia Woodard,
secretary; Hattie House, re-
Feb. 2. Dr, Paul Hayes,
professor of religion and
philosophy. S c epticism
and Trans cendentailsm
in Melville."
March 1. Dr. Ines Agos-
tini. associate .professor of
modern languages, "Boccac-
cio."
April 5, Dr, Ralph G.
Johnson, professor of Eng-
lish, "Sir Thomas More."
porter, and Wilhelmein Thom p- we were afforded an oppor-
tunity business manager. to visit . the handsome
• Bridge prizes consisted of ' City Hall office of Odell
perfumes and a travel kit won Horton, director of City Hos-
by members, Lucy Jackson, pitals. We're just so very
Thelma Miller, Euralia Flet- ,haPPV to see this deserving
1 cher and guests Doris Ray 1 and capable citizen hold this
'and Mary Bradley. post. His girl Friday is Edna
Other PATS making the fun ' Earle Bond, whom he recruit-
ed from TVA. The pictures of
his charming Evie, who's one
of those Les Girls, and their
boys, Odell, Jr.. and baby
Chris, occupy a prominent I
i Bridge club has also elected place.
' new officers. At the helm is
Naomi Gouchett, Emma Stotts The members of Delta Sigma
is vice-president, Mollie Mc- Theta re-dedicated themselves
Cright is secretary, Martha Saturday as they observed
Whitney, corresponding secre- Founders Day at Oates Manor.'
tary; Gwen Isabel, treasurer;
Doris Walls, business mana- Participating on the 
program
ger and Barbara Knowles, ser- were Ernestine Cunningham.
geant-at-arms. the president; Maggie Mc-
Other members are toyce Dowell, Mary 
Collier. (she,
Weddington, Evelyn Lewis, showed movies of various I
and Vernette Golden. conclaves). Elsie Branch and
Mrs. E. C. Craigen feted I Charlotte Polk.
the Phyllis Wheatley ladies
at the Sarah Brown YWCA Omar Robinson and his
with Mrs. Mattie Bumpus Douglas Singers are scheduled
guesting • along with members to appear on the Ted Mack
' Mesdames C. F. Oglesby. show Sunday February 4, so
Laurence Patterson, Clarence keep your eyes glued to the
Pope. Hollis Price, Frederick television.
!Rivers, C. M. Roulhac, B. J.
Smith, A. W. Willis, Sr., A. B. And 
speaking of television,'
Alleyne, O.B. Braithwaite, Har- did you 
catch Charles Lloyd
ry T. Cash E. L. Crittenden and his 
Quartet on the Joey
W. W. Gibson, P.M. Jones, Har-IBisffiv Show, 
the other night?
ry Mae Simmons, Isabel Green- ' They 
were terrific. He's Ruth
lee and Mattie Bell. 
land John Parker's son and his
sister Johnice, is also talented.
Charlotte Bynum was hos- You should see her paingtings
Ettes at the home of her
Co- and drawings.tess to the energetic 
, parents, Bobbie and Edward
'Redditt on Wellington. Co-
Ettes having a ball and enjoy-
ing the antics of Charlotte's
lid* brother Kevin were Judy
Johnson, ' M i ss Co-Ette,"
Marilyn Ca r t er. Deborah
Northcross, Gwen Williamson.
Vera S1 c Kinney, Georgette
Robinson, Sharon Lewis, Deb-
bie Harris, Beverly Steinberg.
Lynn Jones, Janet McFerrin,
Janice Frazier. Kathy Wil-
liamson, Pam Starks. Wendy
Corley a n d Camille Mc.
Christon.
Advisors Linda Ha rgri ves.
Shirley Peace and yours truly,
the Sponsor, were also on
hand.
CHIT CHAT . . . Frida7
when we attended the Mayor'
; Advisory Committee on Hole-
ling, of which we're a member,
Beta Chi Chapter of Chi of the sorority or:
Eta Phi sorority, Inc. is spon- Miss Selma Watson
soring its second annual Fu- Publicity Chairman
ture Nurses Ball to be held 942-1274
Friday, March 22. 1968 in the —
Continental Ball Room at the
Sheraton-Peabody Hotel 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. The affair will be
semi-formal.
The Future Nurses Ball is
a national annual project of
the sorority to provide scho-
larship funds for young wom-
en interested in nursing.
The contestants will be high
school $ e niors or recelit
graduates. The winning con-
testant will receive a scholar-
ship for nursing and will be
crowned the Chi Eta Phi
Futurama Queen for the cur-
rent year.
All other contestants will
be presented and given tokens
at the Ball.
Chi Eta Phi, a registered
nurses sorority, is asking for
public support and cooperation
as this may be a method to
help alleviate the current
shortage of nurses which art.
so greatly needed.
For information concernim;
the Ball, contact any member
Willing Workers '
To Hold Meeting
The Willing Workers club
will hold its regular meeting
on Wednesday night, Jan. 31.
at the home of Mr. Martha
'Boyd of 456 Tillman st., Apt. 4,
I at 8 p.m.
I All members are asked to
be present and on time.
Plans for 1968 will be outlined.
Mrs. Clara Dailey, is presi-
dent of the club. and Mrs.
Maggie Lott secretary.
scene were Shirley Johnson.
Mollie Franklin and Hazel
Lee.
And the Queen of Hearts
GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF,
ITCHING
SKIN
SCALING
SKIN
IRRITATED
SKIN
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT..
Relieves Itching, Scaling and
Irritation of Psoriasis.
111
OWE 9 C Komar NOTHING FINER
SIZE AT ANY PRICE 
ilia OB. COMPARE
GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
witr the deep *Moe loamy medicatIon
of "UN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty
bathes refoie flihts ger*s that often
mravite pn onn 01/04,
, • •• In n. near.
PALM, ; -:. ,C5S" SOAP,
NURSES PLAN BALL --
Members of the publici-
ty committee of the Beta
Chi chapter of Chi Eta
Phi Sorority are seen in
the conference room of
the E. H. Crump Memorial
•bo
Couple Feted On Their
Golden Wedding bay
The dining room of the New , couple • Houston Jones Or
Hope Baptist church at 2731 Detroit; Beverly Jones of
Enterprise st., was the setting Kansas City, Mo.; Roberts
on Saturday afternoon, Jan. Wilkens of Chicago; and Jesse:
20, for the golden wedding Lane and Mrs. and Mrs.4
anniversary c e lebration of Louis Lane of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Whit-
field, Sr.
The affair was sponsored
by the Ladies of the Mounds
Social and Savings Club.
Gold and white were carried
out in the theme of the an-
niversary of the couple. A
two-tiered cake with clusters
of wedding bells on top was
flanked by two white candles
in crystal candle holders.
Mrs. Whitfield was lovely in
a phite lace over crepe gown
with gold accessories. Her
shoulder c o rsage was of
white orchids with gold ribbons.
Her husband wore a dark suit.
Guests- were registered on....- ger
arrival by Mrs. Lucille Hill.
Receiving the gifts were Mrs.
Ethel Kountz and Mrs. Martha
Rutland. Catering service was
furnished by members of the
club.
d'ouvres, cookies, coffee,
punch and delicious dips were
enjoyed by the many friends of
the couple who came between
the hours of 4 • and 7 p.m.
Out-of-town guests present
were Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Whitfield, Jr., of Chicago, son
and daughter-in-law of the
Hospital discussing the
second annual Future
Nurses Ball to be held on
Friday night, March 22, in
the Continental Ball Room
of the Sheraton-Peabody Ho-
tel Seated from left are:
Other guests were Mr. and.:
Mrs. James Cox, Mrs. Susie.
Abston, Mr. and Mrs. Evans':
,Ragland and daughter Cathey;
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Daniels,:
:Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Williams,.
i Mrs. Thurston Hill, Mrs. Ruth
Whitsey, Mrs. Archie 
Williams..and family, Mrs. Ethel Mae: 
'Koontz. Mrs. Minnie Cox. Mrs.':
Lizzie Greenwood and Emmitt
Suggs.
, Also Mr. and Mrs John:
Rhodes. Mrs. Claretta Roddy,:
Mrs. J.W. Dickey, Mrs. Oscar:
Thomas, Mrs. H. W. Montgom-
ery, Mrs. B. L. Stephens, Mrs.:
Wilhite, Mr. and Mrs. Robert:
Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Currie, Mrs. Cora Valentine,:
Mrs. Mary Louie, Mrs. Al-.
berta Hardy and Mrs. Gertrude':
Bridgeforth.
And Mr. and Mrs. Johnie
Rutland Mrs. Clara Wilkins,
Mrs, Rebecca Robinson, Mrs.
Patricia Scott; Mrs. Evenatina
Turner. Mrs. Judy Bell Ram-
sey, Mrs. Mary Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Brown, Rev.
and Mrs. Joe Allen and daugh-
ter, and Rev. James Slaughter.
Mrs. Laura Kinchelaw,
Mrs. Beatrice Payne and
Miss Selena Watson. Stand-
ing a r e M rs. Lillian
Thompson, left, and Mrs.
Ethel R h odes Murray.
(Withers Photo)
527-3619
Gigantic
Clearance
Sale...
BY Mon Claire
14 No. Main
At Court
) as
18"_ $3995
21"- $5995
Mini-Falls
$29"
Hairlon Falls
24" Long
$10"
USE
OUR
AY-A-WAY
•
100% HUMAN
HAIR
Wiglets
$895
FROSTED
WIGS
$29"
Hand Made Wigs
$4995
Semi-Handmade Wigs.
$3895
French .Wigs
$59"
Mini-Wigs
$24"
SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING
SPECIAL SPECIAL
CLEAN & STYLE S550
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ZETAS HONOR FOUN-
DERS — Participants in the
recent Founders' Day pro-
gram of Zeta Phi Beta So-
rority, Inc., are seen here
following the s el vices
held In the Living Room.
Seated from left are Sorors
Pytee S. Bolden, Winnie L.
Hill, Mabel E. Hudson
and Carlotta S. Watson.
Standing, same order, are
Zeta Phi Beta Honors
Founders At Program
The Zeta family of Alpha
Eta Zeta and Pi Alpha chap-
ters gathered for an interest-
ing Founders' Day observance
in the Living Room on Sun
day, Jan. 21.
Sorors and Archonian pledges i
of both chapters enjoyed a
timely program of tributes
and music highlighting the
national founding of Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., in
1920, and locally in 1939.
All of the five national
founders are still actively
engaged in their respective
communities.' Two of the 14
local founders have died since
the chapter was established
in Memphis.
Serving as program chairman
for Founders' Day was Miss
Frankie Cash, principal of Nor-
ris Elementary school.
Other participants were Mrs.
Sara R. Dixon, English tea-
cher at Carnes Elementary.
school; Miss Cornelia Sanders,
principal of Douglass Ele-
mentary school; Mrs. Mabel
E. Hudson, social studies-.4
teacher at Porter Junior High
school; Mrs. Dovie R. Burnley,
principal of the Dunn Avenue
Elementary school, and Mrs.
Rosetta Peterson, principal
of Porter Junior High school,
who played the organ for the
service.
Gifts were presented to the
local founders by Mrs Loretta
Kateo, a member of the
Family Service staff, who is
serving her scond year as,
basileus of the graduate chap-
ter.
Local founders present were
Sorors Carlotta S. Watson,
Pyttee S. Bolden, Winnie L.
Hill, Elmvra Williams and
Mabel E. Hudson.
Besides the program, other
mportant busi ness which
contributed to a full evening
were plans for Finer Woman-
hood Week and the annual
Blue Revue.
Finer Womanhood Week will
be observed Feb. 25-March
3 on the theme "Black Women
and their Role in the Stream
of American Life." The sorors
in Memphis will join the other
200 chapters of Zeta Phi Beta
In the United States and Africa
during the observance. Miss
Utoka Quarles, chairman of
the observance, announced a
variety of service activities
for the week. Miss Quarles
is on the faculty of Dunn
Avenue Elementary school.
i
Miss Peterson, chairman of
the ...Blue Revue, Presented the,
young women who are com-
peting for the title of "Miss
Blue Revue." The contest will
be climaxed at a talent pro-
gram to be held on Friday,
March 8.
The general public is asked
to give financial support to the
contestants. Proceeds from
the affair will benefit the Zeta's
Scholarship Fund and Eye-
glass Project.
Mrs. Bernice Callaway, an-
tipokritis, said more details
about both affairs will be re-
leased shortly.
Following the Founders' Day
program, the large group en-
joyed a fellowship period at a
delicious chicken dinner.
Sorors Rosetta H. eeter..
son, E I myra Williams,
Cornelia Sanders, Dovie
R. Burnley, Franlde Cash,
Sara R. Dixon and Loretta
.•••••• •••••=.e.
Co-Ettes Charity Ball
Hits High in Distinction
Nab Westside• •
''Fugitive' In
Slaying Of 3
In the starry eyed wonder Other pretty Co-Ettes adding Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
of youth and with the finesse to the beauty of the ball I Mrs Willie Taylor, and a
of the sophisticated the Mem- were Marsha Chandler, Presi- student at Memphis State
phis Chapter Co-Ette Club, dent, daughter of Mr. and University and Carole Earls,
Inc., unfurled its ninth annual Mrs. Howard B. Chandler daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charity Ball recently which escorted by Jesse Helton; Felton Earls and a student at
benefited the United Negro Pamela Starks, Chairman of the University of Tennessee.
College Fund to the tune of the Jr. aboard of Directors, Paula Pinkston, daughter of
$1,000. .daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pinks
The ball, with its theme John Starks escorted by Ju- ton and an associate member
"Christmas Carols and Co ban Jeffries; Janet McFerren, who attends Dana Hall Prep
Ettes was the top social daughter of Mr. and Mrs. School in Wellesly, Mass.,
gathering for teenagers and Robert Mc Ferr en escorted also attended.
was held in Co-Ette tradi- by B o bby Drain; Karen Special Guests of Honor were
tion in the C. Arthur Bruce Chandler, daughter of.- Mt. Co17-Gep.rge W. Lee and Edwin,
Hall of LeMoyne College. and Mrs. Howard B. Chandler, Daistrom, C o -Chairmen of I
LeMoyne is one of the (3 escorted b y L ee Laney; the UNCF Drive, Elder Blair
colleges which will benefit T. Hunt, pastor of Mississippi
from the dance. The Co-Ettes Blvd. Christian Church and
have now raised $6,550.00 for Member of Shelby County
the UNCF the national pro- Board of Education and Dr.
ject of the teenage girls
club. 
Beverly Steinberg, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Stein-
berg, escorted by Harold
Scott, Sharon Lewis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
Lewis, Jr., escorted by Phil-
lip Earls; Debbie Currie,
daughter, of Mrs. Thomas
Watkins and Dr. Norvell
Currie, escorted by Dwight
Montgomery and Melba Sailor,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Sartor escorted by
Hollis F. Price, President
of LeMoyne College.
Another highlight of the ball
was the establishment of the
Bar Kay Memorial Fund in
memory of the four teenage
musicians Phalon Jones Ron-
nie Caldwell, Matthew Kelly,
and Carl Cunningham who
Hargraves, a student at - Edroy Gates. were killed in a plane crash4 Le
Moyne College and former Still other Co-Ettes march- with Otis Redding December
Co-Ette who now serves as jag and dancing to the music 10. The Bar Kays played for
an Advisor was Mistress of of the Wild Cats and the the Co-Ette Ball last year.
Ceremonies along with other Tornadoes w e r e M a rilyn On hand to receive the check
Advisors who were also for- Carter, daughter of Mrs. for $200.00 were Ben Cat/ley
mer - Co-Ette, Miss Shirley Franklin Fields and Marlin who survived the crash. James
Peace, daughter of Mr. and Carter, Faronette Randolph, Alexander who was not aboard
, Mrs. Samuel Peace and a
Memphis State University; Cassell Randolph, escorted
Miss Angela Flowers, daughter by C a e s a r • Flake; Janice High under whom the young
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frazier, granddaughter of the musicians got their start.
Flowers, a student at Southern Rev. and Mrs. D. S. Cunning- - -- - 
Illinois University and Miss ham • escorted by Lawrence
Nlaudette Brownlee, daughter Medloch; Charlotte Bynum,1
of Mrs. George Brownlee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.!Louise Mayfield. and the late Mr. Brownlee and Edward Reddict, escorted by I
The members were pleased a student at Albion College. Michael Cunningham, Wendolyn i
to have Mrs. C. W. Allen, wife Heading the Grand March Corley, granddaughter of J. T.
of the pastor of Lane Chapel was Gwendolyn Williamson, Chandler, escorted by Sammie,
as guests. She gave short re- daughter of the Rev. and Rollins; Debra Harris, daugh- I
Imarks that - were responded Mrs. E. W. Williamson, es_ ter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
to by Mrs. Martha Lacey. corted by Donnell Matthews Harris, escorted by Austin
Sunshine friends were selec- and "Miss Co-Ette of 1967." Motley; Marcia McChriston,
ted 'and the program for the Queen Gwen reliquished her daughter of Mrs. Marion I
,year outlined. At the next crown to Judith Evelyn John. White and Frank McChriston
Imeeting spring planting will son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. escorted by Vernon Jones;
be discussed. A delicious menu James E. Johnson, 
who was 
Georgette Robinson, daughter I
1968was served by the hostesses. crowned "Miss Coa-Ette of of Major and Mrs. George'
Robinson escorted by Antonio!The City Federation under high
of money for
'" for ha
highest amount g*
raised 
the
Benson; Barbara Westbrooks. Ithe leadership of its president,
H. Kateo, Mrs. Kateo is
basileus of the Alpha Eta
Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc. (Hooks
Bros. Photo)
Humdoldt News
ART AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia Art and Gar-
den club met in the home of
Miss Enid Sims with Mrs. Cot-
trell Thomas as co-hostess.
The beautiful devotion was,
given by Mrs. J. H. (Ola Mae)]
Mathis much in keeping with
the new year with resolutions ,
expressed in beautiful poems
with musical background. It
closed with the beautiful song,
"Climb Every Mountain".
Business with President
'Vance in charge was the re-
ports of committees as follows:
social committee by chairman
Baskerville on the Christmas
party; chairman Martha Lacey
on the Christmas lighting con-
test.
Checks -were ordered to the
winners as follows: in Hum-
boldt for the whole house,
first place, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Robinson; second, Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Mance; for the
yard, first place, Johnnie Lee
Rodgers; second. Mrs. Pearl
Ella Moten; for the window,
first place, Miss Rose Sellers;
second Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Poston; door, first place, Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Ridley, sec-
ond place Mr. and Mrs. Cae-
sar Jones.
In Dyer, for the whole house,
,Mr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie; for
the yard, Mr. and Mrs. Andrea
'Nolan; door, Mr. and Mrs.
James Harris; window, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Ball. These
were first place winners.
For second place, winners
'were whole house: Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Fisher; yard, Mr.
and Mrs. James Williams;
door, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Cartwright; window, Mrs. phis and in Chicago.
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Zelm a
Lavone King, 25, one of the
FBI's most wanted fugitives,
has been arrested here after
being accused of killing three
people in Chicago
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.the UNCF. Queen Judi wasMrs. Nelda H. Williams are
getting in full swing for their
annual "Sweetheart Tea," to
be held the last Sunday in
February. Clubs are asked to
work for the sweetest little
sweetheart, to be chosen from
the club raising the most mon-
ey.
Little ones from the Gilles-
pie Kindergarten will be con-
testants. They are planning
for the tOming State Federa-
tion here in June.
Many citizens have been
escorted by Ellis Rivers.
Other members of the Queen's
Court are Deborah North-
cross, first alternate and
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Theron W. Northcross, es-
corted by 'Michael Mitchum.
Sharon Lynn Jones, second
alternate, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Jones es-
corted by Cordell Ingram and
Vera McKinney, third alter-
'nate, daughter of Mr. and
,Mrs. John McKinney escorted
Iby Frank Hall.
-ill at home and in hospitals. --
and here's hoping all are
able to be about again. Friendly Club Holds
Bennie Westbrooks escorted
by Franklin Ball and Kathy
Williamson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Booker F. William-
son escorted by Joe Finley.
Honorary Co-Ettes attending
the ball were MiSs Peggy
'Prater, daughter of Mr. and
I Mrs. Edwin Prater and a
student at the University of
Tennessee; Miss H arriett
Davis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Claiborne Davis and a
student at Tennessee A&I
,State University; Miss Glenda
Humboldt lost one of its
alder citizens with the passing
of Mr. Sam Collier whose
i.neral was held at St. James
Baptist church with Rev. J.T.
Freeman officiating. The Sun-
beam Lodge No. 235 performed
masonic ceremonies.
Mr. June Sims of New York
City is spending. the winter
with his sister, Mrs. J. S.
Vance, and is filling a large
space left by the passing of
Rev. Vance. Later on he will
visit the Brodnaxes in Mem.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
Hogue & Knott
Hambnrger
or Hot Dog
BUNS
810 23,
pkg.
BREAD
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
Hogue & Knott
Big 1/24b. Sandwich Loaf 25c
Baked in Memphis by kterrohiens
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
14-0z.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package 2
15c
5c
The Grand March of Co-
Ette beauties in their frothy
gowns and their handsome
swains in tails hailed the
beginning of the program.
Miss Linda Hargraves, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alan B.
HOGUE &KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR 3384 N. THOMAS
4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the plane and Harry Wing-
field, bandmaster at Porter Jr
Its Christmas Party
The Business Men and and Women's
Women's Friendly club held and Mrs. Irene
its annual Christmas party on tau.
Jan. 4 in the University Life - -
Insurance building.
The purpose of the club is
Ito motivate a spirit of friend-
liness, love and charity. It
distributes baskets of food to,
the needy at Christmas and
at other times of the year
when families are in need.,
Among the members is Mrs
H. 0. Jones, who had just re-
turned rfom Los Angeles and
Santa Monica, Calif,. where
she spent the holidays with
her three stepsons, and their
families, Mr. and Mrs. Haynes
0. Jones, Jr., Dr. and Mrs.
W. C. Jones and Dr. and
Mrs. Shedrick D. Jones. '
1
Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Jones'
home was the setting on New '
Year's Day for a buffet party
in her honor.
Friends who helped make
Mrs. Jones' visit a pleasant
one were Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Woods, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. George
Woods, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Briscoe.
Mrs. Carnella Brooks is pre- ,
sident of the Business Men
Acne Worse
In Winter
Teenagers with acne are
more ilkely to seek help from
a dermatologist in the fall
and winter than in summer, a
recent medical article notes.
One of the explanations for
this offered by Dr. Louis Wex-
ler of Beekman-Downtown Hos-
pital in New York City is: "The
ultraviolet rays of summer
sun, in moderation, rpovitle
beneficia 1 peeling and drynig
action on oily, blemished skin
"These rays also may have
a bacteriostatic effect," he,
said.
This peeling and drying can
be stimulated through the use
of a medicated cream, fre-
quently recommended as al
supplement to washing with sill
abtibacterial skin elas aer. •
Friendly club,
Fondren secre-
FB; Director J. Edgar Hoov-
er said King was apprehended
by FBI agents at a local metals
company, where he was work-
ing as a porter.
King, formerly of 4233 W.
Washington blvd., Chicago, had
been charged in the slaying of
Mrs. Viola Kendall, 60, of 923
N. Central park; Thomas Hig-
gins, 50, of 638 N. Parnell;
and Miss Adele Young, 50, of
the W. Washington address, on
May 5, 1967. FBI agents identi-
fied Mrs. Kendall as his land-
lady.
The killings were said to
have arisen out of a quarrel
between King and his white
girl friend, Mrs. Betty Smith,
of the W. Washington address.
According to police, Mrs.
Kendall and Higgins came
into the King apartment, re-
portedly to collect rent, and
became involved in a dispute
over the sale of a refrigerator.
After they were shot, Mrs.
Smith fled to Miss Young's
apartment, followed by King,
;who shot Miss Young, it was
reported.
I When arrested in Phoenix,
King was using the name of
Charles M. Bracey, according
to FBI agents, who haid he was
given no opportunity to resist
arrest.
WAS
ABE LINCOLN
A WHITE
SUPREMACIST?
Historical evidence shatters
myth of Great Emancipator
Read February
EBONY
SYLVANIA RATED 41
Deluxe
Portable
Over 40 Models to chooso from
With Big 180 Sq. In. Picture
and Full, True Color Bright
Picture.
ALL THIS FOR ONLY
'349
Lelk
of.
MODEL
CD(IGY
Compere this rich walnut-grained finish,
tho refinement of picture tub* mask and
controls with far mon costly 7V.
NO MONEY DOWN! 1st PAYMENT MAR. 15, 1968 1
SYLVANIA
Early American
COLOR
CONSOLE TV
A Big 295. Sq. In. Pic.
98 Model
CF 451
All the Charm of Coioniel design, in Maple
or Walnut. 115% color-bright picture tube. We Service What We Sell .
a
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Sports
Horizon...
BARTLETT DUMPS
CAMERON
Bartlett supporters came
away from Nashville last
Saturday night after their
Panthers had clipped the wings
of high flying Cameron hope-
ful that the convincing, 79-64,
tirumph would push the West
Tennesseans to the top of the
cage rankings in the state.
Cameron had won 11 in a
row before tasting defeat for
the first time last week. Clarks-
ville Burt upset Cameron 69-
67 the night before Bartlett
plastered them.
The big game was a part of
a tripleheader htat had the
freshman teams of Vanderbilt
and Memphis State going
against each other in the
opener and a featured 'profes-
sional match between the
Fabulous Magicians and the'
Kansas City Wrens.
The crowd of 10,600 which
packed the Nashville Coliseum
was the largest turnout ever
to see a regularly scheduled
cage contest in Tennessee. Only;
HILL If 1.11-ITE
in state tournament play has
a crowd exceeded it.
Bartlett probably will head
the polls which will be re-
leased this week, however, the
means for determining the
state's top quintet leave a
lot to be desired. When Carver
swamped Bartlett in the
Knights of Columbus Tourney
the once beaten Cobras were
not rated among the top ten
teams while coach Glenn
Essary's talented group topped
the list. Carver, after downing
both Bartlett and 10th ranked
Jackson, moved into the select
group. Another case in point
was the slow rise of Melrose, a
team which has won 19 consecu-
tive games since a November
setback at Capleville. The Gold-
en Wildcats, who dethroned
Douglass as the new LeMoyne
Holiday T o u rney champs,
didn't catch the attention of
pollsters until they upset Car-
ver on January 5. The two
teams play a return game on
Tuesday of this week, and if
the game was palyed at Carber
as scheduled, many fans didn't
get a chance to see the most
important match in MlAA stretch on the MIAA Melrose
competitions this season.
PIVOTAL GAME
Carver went into the Mel-
rose game needing a win to
 
The scheduling has been Lane Dragons To Playreached three games by subdu-
ly organized MIAA which merg had not recorded a victory
merged the once separate prep the home hardwood since pul-
will all but mathematical be.
out of the championship play
offs should they lose one game
because Frayser has only
Treadwell to get by this week
keep pace with Central and to be long gone. After Tread-
CBHS in the AAA League. well the Rams should have
Melrose was in a similar easy pickings with also raos
situation, having to win to Northside, W e s tside, East
prevent Frayser from taking
over the league lead in the AA
circuit. Carver was 7-1 while
the Golden Wildcats sported
an 8-0 unblemished league
mark. It is ironic that neither
Melrose or Carver is scheduled
to play any of the contenders.
This dilemma is a continuation
of the schedule problems
which had a top MIAA foot-
ball team sitting out the
grid playoffs.
IT WON'T HAPPEN
It was disappointing for
Catholic, winners of two bowl Captain William Meggett
games, not to get a shot at will lead LeMoyne when the
Melrose who represented the Magicians tackle high scoringAA League in the playoffs. Midwestern of Iowa Saturday
It was even tougher for the night in Bruce Hall. Meggett
Terriers to swallow since they teamed with sophomore Jackie
had gotten the best of Melrose Robinson to snaP a losing
and Catholic. Should Carver
avenge the Melrose loss, the
Cobras still have to get by
tough Overton and Washington.
The Warriors forced the Cobras
to an overtime decision in
their first meeting at Carver.
It is not too wild to consider
a playoff that will _pit either
Centrill or CHAS against
Overton and Frayser against
!South Side in another game.
LeMOYNE PLAYS
MIDWESTERN
in a preseason scrimmage. streak at home which had
DRAGONS COMING —
These members of the Lane
College Dragon basketball
team will meet the Le-
Moyne College Magicians
on Tuesda v night. Feb. 6,
In the Bruce Hall auditori•
urn. From left are Gartner
Currie, sports information
director and statistician;
Sammy Davis, Daniel Cn-
negin, Mitchel Morrow,
George Gleason, Leroy Is -
us. Jerry. Mullins, Dan Boy-
kins, Ralph Jones, James
Bradford, Marion Hunt and
Clifford Pate, trainer.
 on
the biggest critcism of the new- agicians Must Playing Alabama Addl. LeMoyne
leagues. After a so far success. venting Fisk, 134-101, last
ul relationship between the December 8.
MIAA schools steps already
Lane College moves intohave been taken to render the
scheduling p r o blem. Next Bruce Hall next Tuesday night
year each team within one of with one of its most successful
the four leagues will have to teams in quite a few years.
The Dragons defeated LeMoyne
in their first outing at Jack-
son. Lane suffered its only
the monster, defeat at the hands of CBC
and is undefeated in SIAC game
As the teams head down the with an overall record of 13-1.
play the other five teams. For
his year the offended teams
will just have to live with
MEMPHIS. LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendennall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
STARKIST Light Meat, Chunk
TUNA
4 Limit
61/2 oz.
PACIFIC ISLE Crushed or Sliced
PINEAPPLE
MIX OR MATCH 5
5 Limit
20 Oz.
For
FRED MONTESI GRADE "A" LARGE
EGGS
Doz. 390
EXPRESS SNOW
CRAB MEAT
SWIFT'S
DUMPLINGS4IPC11()ElititS 
79;!;
50 Oz.lCan
LIGHT CRUST
FLOUR
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
BUSH'S
LEAF SPINACH
DOMINO DOMINO Lb.
"S UGAR ONLY 
I
Wish 'coupon and: $5.00 additional purchase. excledin
SUGAR. Bag
value of coupon merchandise (fresh .milk products an
tobacco also excluded la cemplience with . state law).
One coupon per family. Colopon expires Wednesday. Noon,
Falb. 7th. Anti-freeze also excluded In coupon redemption.WITH COUPON
VAN CAMP'S
PORK & BEANS
16 Oz. 
7 For $
DOUBLE COLA'S
Plus Du silt
Magicians Here Feb. 6
The Lane College Dragons
will take on the LeMoyne
Magicians, Tuesday, February
6, 8 p.m. In Bruce Hall.
The Lane Dragons, coached
by Willie Shaw are enjoying
one of the best basketball
seasons in the history of Lane
College. With the season com-
ing to one of' its crucial stages,
the Dragons are prepared to
meet the final attack.
With an 11-2 overall record
and a 6-1 conferenec record
the dragons are in pretty good
shape for the SIAC conference
title. Led by the fierce re-
bounding of Roy Manning, and
the accurate eyes of Daniell
Cunegin, Sammy Davis, Leroy'
Tyus and Ralph Jones, the
Dragons look unbeatable. '
After an overpowering de-
feat of the LeMoyne Magicians,
the fire breathing Dragons
slaughtered Paul Quinn of
Waco, Texas, 136 to 58. Just
arriving from a four day road
trip, the Dragons arrived at
the Lane College campus with
a 2-1 road wn, with its only
loss being to Benedict of
Columbia, S.C., by a score of
76 to 74. There other victims
were Fort Valley State Col-
lege and Tuskegee Institute.
During this trip, a new
spark was found in the Lane
College Den. The spark being
1 Ralph Jones, a freshman from
Chattanooga, Tenn. With his
timely steals and cluth baskets,
the Dragons were able to qver-
power our lastest victims.
The Dragons next game will
be on the Jan. 27 at Merry
High in Jackson, Tenn. Their
opponents will be Alabama
A&M of Huntsville, Alabama.
From there they will travel
to Miles College in Birming-
ham, Ala. and Stillman College
in Tuscaloosa, Ala. So watch
out everyone the Dragons are
on the prowl again.
6 More Home Games
LeMoyne still must play six Knoxville and Fisk. LeMoyne
games, five of them in Bruce defeated Fisk here this season
Hall, before closing out its but bowed to Lane and Knox-
regular basketball schedule. ville on the road.
Four of these contests will Although the Magicians have
count in the Southern Inter- had trouble winning this season,
collegiate Athletic Conference they are not as bad as their
cage race. Teams finishing in record would have one believe.
the top eight of the 16-member They are still one of the most
exciting cage teams in theloop will participate .in the an-
nual SIAC tournament at South and are averaging 94
Tuskegee, Feb. 22-24. points a game.
Midwestern University of 
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le-
Iowa will face the Magicians Moyne charges continued 
their
here Saturday night, Feb. 3 
superiority over Alabama
and Lane will invade Bruce 
&M, 97-86, here in Bruce
Hall last Friday night andHall, Feb. 6. moved up a notch in the SIAC
LeMoyne hosts Fort Valley win column. The victory gave
State, Feb. 9; Knoxville, Feb. them a 4-5 conference record
12, and Tougaloo, Feb. 17. for the season.
There is only one more Jackie Robinson scored 28
game on the road and that
will be against Fisk at Nash-
ville, Feb. 16.
The conference games will
be against Lane, Fort Valley,
UUA Sets Meeting For Feb. 1st.
The Usher's Union Asso-
ciation is having its regular
monthly meeting and installa-
tion Service, Thursday, Feb. 1,
1968 at 8:00 p.m. at the Pro-
gressive Bapt. Church on
Vance, pastored by Rev.,
0. C. Collins. The president'
is asking all Ushers to be
present•
The Installation Service will
be held by Rev. Collins. The
members are as follows:
Mr. Charlie Walton - President
Mrs. Louise Nelson - 1st Vicel
President
Mrs. Mary Lester - Secretary
Mrs. Pearl Williams - Finance
Secretary
Mr Andrew Lee - Treasurer
Mrs. Annie Hendrix - Chair-
man of Sick
Mrs. Hattie Liggins - Chair-
man Social Committee
Mrs. Ablene Garner - Program
Co in mittee
Mr. Jessie G. Small - Man
Chief
Mrs. Lillian Lens - Lady
Chief
Packers Pick UTEP
Star Fred Carr
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ron
Yary of Southern California, a
245-pound offensive tackle, was
the first of seven linemen
chosen among the first 10 se-
lections in the second combin-
ed American and National
Football League draft Tuesday
as rival clubs established a
precedent by going for beef
over backs.
Yary, a two-time All-Ameri-
ca selection who opened the
holes for fleet O.J. Simpson,
was the "bonus" choice of the
Minnesota Vikings who set the
day's pattern by picking the
big Trojan over talented backs
like UCLA's Gary Beban and
Syracuse's Larry Csonka.
Csonka, a 230-pound full-
back, was the first offensive
back selected but did not go
until eighth, marking the first
time a running back had gone
this late in the draft.
Beban, the Heisman Trophy
winner, was not even selected
in the first round as only two
quarterbacks, Greg Landry
of Massachusetts and Eldridge
Dickey of Tennessee AM, were
chosen among the first 27
picks.
With a surplus of fine line
men available in this year's
college stockpile, the next three
teams to choose all followed
the Vikings' move. The newly
formed C i ncinnati Bengals
chose 232-pound center Bob
Johnson of Tennessee, the At-
lanta Falcons went for 248-
pound defensive tackle Claude
Humphrey of Tennessee A&I
and the San Diego Chargers
selected 285-pound offensive
tackle Russ Washington of Mis-
souri.
The champion Green Bay
Packers broke the trend brief-
ly by selecting linebacker Fred
Carr of the University of Texas
at El Pa5o, but the Boston
'Patriots reverted to the pat-
tern by grabbing 250-pound
defensive tackle Dennis Byrd
of North- Carolina State.
The New Orleans Saints al-
so went for a lineman by pick-
ing 270-pound defensive end
Kevin Hardy of Notre Dame.
The selection of Carr by the
already linebacker-rich Pack-
ers was somewhat surprising,
but coach Vince Lombardi de-
fended the move by calling
Carr the "best athlete on the
BILLS PRESSING?
525-8551
Not a Loaf) Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed
KEEP A GOOD CREDIT RA TIN.
IF YOU OWE PAY AS LOW AS
$I,000 .   $15 .
$2,000  $25
$3,000  $35
NO -011LRFAT1ON
AMERICAN BUDGET
COUNSELORS
2902-100 NO. MAIN BLDG.
Free Parking , 
FR ED CARR
board..
"We, as well as many others,
had him rated as the top play-
er in the country. We feel he
can play anywhere. The boy
can run a 4.7 40-yard dash in
full gear. He weighs 238 now
but has' the potential for 25C"
Lombardi saie
BUY U.S.
BONDS
points for LeMoyne and was
trailed by Capt. Bill Meggett
with 25.
High-Scoring
Hornets Have
4 More At Home
The high-scoring Owen Col-
lege cagers will play four
more home games this season.
They'll meet Chattanooga
City, Feb. 2, in the LeMoyne
gym; Christian Brothers Junior
Varsity, Feb. 9, at Hamilton
High; Selma, Feb. 10, at
Hamilton, and Shorter, Feb.
20, at LeMoyne.
The Memphians turned back
West Kentucky, 96-91, in an
exciting contest Friday night
in the Hamilton gym. Reginald
Brooks, 6-5 freshman from
New York City, dropped in
30 points for Owen, trailed by
Jerry Dover, 22; Gregory Hill,
19, and Foster Davis, 15.
Owen holds road victories
over Chattanooga City (132-
100), Christian Brothers Junior
Varsity (103-81) and Shorter
(132-97).
Nine Hamilton
Students Makc
State Chorus
Nine m e m bers of the
gammon High school choir
and one alternate were selected
.or membership in the Alk-
State Chorus after auditions
were' held at the campus
Memphis State university on
Saturday, Jan. 2o.
Three of the students, Fay*
Joy, rtayetta Long and Cai
sandra McNeeley, made peitb
fect scores. •
Near perfect scores
were made by Evelyn Thom-
as, D o vie Bland, Sanari
strickland, Brenda Roldeit
Princess Waddell and Jasper
Hirsch. Margaret Hicks is the
alternate.
rue above students, Verlin'dn
Holmes and Linda Scott were
,elected for membership ill
the West Tennessee Chortle
last Octooei.
The director of the Hamiltoiii
limn School Senior choir
airs. Lulah McEwen Hedgw.
man, wno is responsible toi
uie achievements and honor,
won by the stuaeuca.
-
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TSU Cagers Upset
Pan Am Broncos
NASHVILLE — With only Itheir home court.
three more games left to
play this season, the Tennes-
see State univ. basketball
team upset the Pan American
quint 94-91 in an overtime
thriller in Kean's Little Gar-
den last Monday night.
Idle for the next 18 days,
coach Harold H u n ter's
4-8 hardwood artists will
bone up and complete their
winter quarter final examina-
tions before taking on Pan
American Feb. 10, in Edinburg,
Texas. After the Broncs, the
Big Blues will finish the
season with Kentucky state
and Detroit Collegians on
— -
I In Monday night's game
Ted (The Hound) McClain
'led the Big Blue attack with
1 29 points, but Dwight Jones
hit the crucial free throw
I with two seconds showing
Ito knot the count at 83-83,
lending regulation play and
throwing the game into the
extra period.
The score was tied 13 times
and the lead changed hands
six times.
In addition to McClain,
Tenn. State had Bruce Fow-
ler with 20, Joe Leaven-14
and Jones 10 in the double
figures.
LeMoyne Alumni Entre Nous
Club To Meet Club Holds
Next Sunday Bridge Meet
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
of Memphis will conduct its
regular monthly meeting at
5 p.m. this Sunday, Feb. 4,
in the Alumni Room of the
Hollis F. Price Library.
The group will hear a report
from the annual LeMoyne
Alumni Day committee which
is planning the affair for Sun-
day, Feb. 18, at 5 p.m. Serv-
ing as chairman is Mrs. Thel-
ma Gilton Hooks, a city school
teacher.
Other committee members
are Willie Tom Miles, Fred
Garner, Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson,
Mrs. Mary Cotton Pruitt, Mrs.
Charle P. Roland and T R.
MeLemore
Mrs. Helen Bowen was
nostess to the Entre Nous
Bridge club at a meeting on
last Saturday afternoon, ana
presiding at the meeting was
tne• president, Mrs Eloise
flowers.
Mrs. Bowen had as her.
gilts, 12, 10 and 6 transistor'
radios. They were won oy
Mrs. Frances Hassell, Mrs.
Arand W. Taylor and Mrs.
Lillian Wolfe respectively.
Other members present were
Mrs. Alice Helm, Mrs. Nedra
Smith, Mrs. Lucille Scott, Mrs.
Essie Shaw, Mrs. Mollie Long,
Mrs. Carrie Scott and Mrs.
Jerri Little.
Mrs. Marie Denson was
guest. All enjoyed a delicious
fried chicken dinner.
Mrs.
absent
Earnestine Gray
because of illness.
was
Products
OUR OWN BUSINESS
needed by everyone. Help yourself by
helping others.
AWARE
P.O. Box 30238
New Orleans, Lo. 70130
INSURANCE ADJUSTER
Formal Training Provided
One of the nation's largest automobile insurance corn.
ponies, an affiliate of General Motors, has openings for
adjustor trainees due to increased business.
Experience is not requ:recl. Applicants up to age 35, with
a college education, mechan,cal interest and aptitude.
and with sales experience or a desire to work effectively
with people will receive favorable consideration. Will re-
ceive extensive training including a special four-week
course at Flint, Michigan. Training will include some as-
pects of practical automobile repair work and how to
estimate cosis of repe r work.
Salary and employee benefits are clearly above average.
Car will be assigned, with some allowance for personal
use.
Corn, to General Mofors Training Center, 4771 Summer
Ave., Memphis, for preliminary screening and appraisal
at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, February 3, 1961. No telephone
calls, please.
Motors Insurance Corporation
An equal opportunity employer
Wear The Wh
Uniform Of Med
Become a . . .
* Doctor's Assis
* Medical
Receptionist
* Nursing Assisi
* Nurse's Aid
Now is your chance to be +rained in a few short weeks for
the many job opportunities now existing in +he Medical field
in the Memphis area. No age limi+-16-40.
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
FREE JOR PLACEMENT
CALL 272-1607 OR WRITE
Mid-State Medical Academy
33 14e. Cleveland--Srite 100
Memphis, Tenn. Crosstown 1114
FORMER BASEBALL
STAR — Joe Black, for-
mer Dodger star, now
vice-president o f G rev -
hound Bus Line, was in
Memphis last week to
speak to Memphians em-
ployed in the areas of
DEFENDER Page 1 1
Geoffrey Holder,
Tall Man, Tall Talent
It seems only fitting that
.Geoffrey Holder, the world's
(tallest choreographer-dancer,
ishould be prominently cast in
("Doctor Dolittle," the costliest
musical film ever made.
Six-foot-six Holder represents
a world of talent, wrapped up
in one man.
In "D octor Dolittle." he
plays Willie Shakespeare the
Tenth, the cultured and eru-
dite leader of a tribe of natives
Inhabiting a strange floating
island.
In other areas of his pro-
fessional life. Holder is also a
singer, actor, painter, writer
and designer.
Twentieth Century-Fox is re-
leasing the Arthur P. Jacobs
production of "Doctor Dolit-
tle," which began its reserved
seat engagements in New York
and Hollywood.
As a painter, Holder's works
have been exhibited in Puerto
Rico and throughout the United
kMEN'S SWEATERS
marketing, sales, public
relations and related fields.
Mr. Black is the presi-
dent of National Associa-
tion of Marketing Deve-
lopers, a national organi-
zation, in a effort to create
a Memphis chapter to be
named in honor of the
late Bill Nabors. While in
Memphis, Mr. Black made
several speaking engage-
ments and was welcomed
to the city by Mayor Henry
Loeb.
Black is pictured above
shaking hands with the
mayor and flanked by
Mr. John Arnold of Ar-
nold and Associates, a
public relations firm and
, Mr. W. R. Willett of Union
Protective Life Insurance
I Co. (Photo By Continental)
Trouper Has His Own Show Service With A Smite
The fabulous Billy Preston.career at the age of six by
who recently appelred with
touring Ray Charles Show, is
currently headlining his own
review—"The Billy Preston
Review"—at Harrah's Club
Reno, Nevada.
Preston, who won a standing
ovation from the delighted
opening night crowd at Har-
rah's on January 11, clo3es at
the Reno resort tonight. The
review, which includes singer
Edna Wright. "The Soul Bro-
s:hers" vocal duo, and a band,
follows its Reno engagement
with a 3-week stand at Harrah's
Club in Lake Tahoe, Nevada,
Feb. 1 through Feb 22.
Preston, who began his
the directing the church choir At Myles Pure Oil
while his mother played the
piano, began recording at the
age of sixteen under the
Recenl.ly one of the best:station offers 24 hour service,
guidance of the late Sam
Pure ,01}P Stations opened on l and quality service. When you
thn bet .nineed auto service go to MylesCooke. In 1982, he joined On''
Cooke and Little Richard on a the. city. Myles Pure Oil 
475IPure Oil on 475 Linden at
European tour, which took Linden at Danny 
!Danny Thomas or call 526-9692.
Preston to new worlds to con-
quer on the Continent. Billy
considers his tours with Ray
Charles to be the mos tim-
portant step in his career.
"I've always loved Ray,"
says the young singer. "and
ever since I had my own band
in high school, I've been doing
his music. The guys would lead
me on the stage, and we'd tear
up all the talent shows.
Teens Advised To Go
Slow On Mixed Marriage
Receiving increasing queries m-tinls are 0 K. hint,' lin ilv
regarding the crossing of racial but he holds up a "go slow"
lines in marriages, a counselorl recommendation
with both feet on firm ground
candidly points out that such
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
Vaciiiieze /c4 1968
elegance in action
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MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.
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COUPE DE VILLE
IN MOTORING PLEASURE
DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE
AND OWNER LOYALTY
 maseewissameee
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
States. He recently completed
a 30-foot mural in the Trinidad
Hilton Hotel. And his own
dance company has been pre-
sented internationally to great
acct lamIdoesn't seem to matter
what he does, he does it well.
He has appeared as a perform-
er on Broadway, at the Met:
ropolitan Opera, on television.
on the screen and in night
clubs.In 1957,
his paintings earned
him a Guggenheim Fellowship
and in 1962. the Trinidad-born
amalgam of talents won the
coveted United Caribbean
Youth Award.
"Doctor Dolittle," filmed in
TODD-A0 and DeLuxe Color,
stars Rex Harrison as Doc-
tor Dolittle, Samantha Eggar
as Emma, Anthony Newley as
Matthew Mugg, and Richard
Attenborough as Albert Blos-
som and the talents of 37-year-
-old Geoffrey Holder.
New Tailored Distinction
In Rich Double-Knit Wool
When is a sweater more,or double-breasted, side-vent-
than a sweater? led, and often piped with con-
When it's in double-knit wool. trasting color. V-neck pullovers
With a double-knit wool jack-team with matching cardigans:
'et or shirt a man can enjoy shirts are invigorated with vi-
all the easy-flexing comfort brant stripings.
:of a casual sweater, plus a
I smooth, sophisticated, tailored
'appearance that's all its own.
* * *
More and more men are dis-
covering that they don't have
to subject themselves to the
restraint of rigid fabrics in
the cause of good-grooming.
Resilient all-American double-
knit wool, with its responsive-
ness to precision-detailing, has
given a new vitality and free-
motion to men's tailored jack-
ets, pullovers and shirts.
And because of its bouncy
elasticity, the fabric retains its
original shape, rebuffing wrink-
ling or mussing.
New pattern and texture in-
terest is added by handsome
jacquards and rich twill knits.
The color story is bright and
cheerful, starring such shades
as topaz, melon, celery, orange
and gold.
• • •
These new easy-mannered .
double-knit wools are the most
welcome addition that could
be made to the masculine
wardrobe for resort-vacation-
ing or spring. He'll always
look right and feel great in
them.
He'll relax better in their
flexible freedom; and what-
ever the temperature change,
For holiday and spring, the he'll be perfectly comfortable
classic blazer in double-knit because of wool's remarkable
wool emerges as one of the ability to insulate the body
most important styles, single against heat or cold.
-
What's r e ally important,
Dr. Dale White emphasizes, is
I that couples contemplating
!mixed marriage think about
the "deep cultural roots" in-
volved which cannot be yanked,
out with a magic wand.
Love • always runs deep,
so that couples seldom un- 1
derstaild what draws them to-
gether, Dr. White notes in the
February issue of TOGETHER
magazine.
He counsels young nersons
to "weigh prayerfully the
values and disvalues involved"
before breaking strong social
mores or going against one's
family. He says:
"Any conscientious, mature
young person will be sensitive
to the expectations and wishes
of those who care about him
and share responsibility with
him."
Don't rush into interracial
marriage, he stresses.
The girl nr young man
may 'need to call on all
his, patience to wait for greater
maturity before making a life-
defining decision." he says.
Both parties ought to consi-
der all the likely motivations
for wanting to cross racial
lines, Dr. White writes in
TOGETHER, Methodist maga-
zine for families.
Among underlying reasons
'he lists the "lure of the
different and forbidden," idea-
lism, common interest in social
reform, a "symbolic protest
against r a c ism," "adoles-
cent rebe llion." disguised
hostility or even "self-des-
tructive" impulses."
Africa,
UN And
World
By Marguerite artwright
U.S.A.
The New York Telephone Co.
has introduced its new Pic-
turephone Center. This is a
nt where a face-to-face
phone service connects with
other such' centers in Weshing-
ton. Chicago and elsewhere.
The picture can comfortably
accomodate as many s five
people, and can be used for
business conferences, family
reunions, introduction of new
products, which can be seen
and demonstrated, the holding
of audi tions, display of
fashions, and interviews of
applicants for jobs
In the case of the latter,
travel expense are saved,
while a chance to actually see
the person is provided. The
Company, in urging use of
the new gadget, notes the ad-
vantages of complete privacy
and the personal touch.
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I have often said that one of the more encouraging devel-
opments M recent months has been the determination of the
business leaders of America to tackle problems of slums and un-
employment. Companies all over America have made new ef-
forts to hire and upgrade Negro employees, and some are put-
ting new emphasis on locating plants in the ghetto.
And they are willing to break with tradition too. In Detroit,
For example, the big auto makers threw out their tests and com-
plicated hiring procedures. They went right into the ghetto to
recruit thousands of workers.
Many people scoffed, saying that Negroes didn't want to
work. But when the improvised hiring stores opened, they
found thousands waiting on line for a job.
But emphasis on hiring unemployed workers is just one
way business can relieve the job problem. We have to turn to
Dallas, Texas, to see another way in which a large company
can have an impact far greater than its own limited ability to
create new jobs.
Stanley Marcus is president of the famous department
store, Neiman-Marcus, which caters to a quality trade. All it
had to do was to hire a few Negro clerks, and few people would
expect much more from them.
But I've known Stanley Marcus for years, and he's just not
the kind of man who settles for token efforts. He has been con-
cerned with the growing urban crisis, and the terrible toll un-
employment takes on Negro families. He decided to do some-
thing about it, and what his company has done should serve as a
model for every business in America.
Every company which sells goods to the Neiman-Marcus
stores got a New Year's letter from Mr. Marcus. It told them
that the business community has to assume a greater degree
of responsibility for urban problems and that the federal govern-
ment requires every company it deals with to be an equal op-
portunity employer.
He said that a private company can do no less, and that
special efforts must be made to create jobs for minority group
members. And then the suppliers of Neiman-Marcus read the
following:
• "We shall, in our purchasing activities, look with favor upon
those companies which are taking positive steps toward employ-
ing and training people of minority groups . . . In the future we
would rather do business with a company which is actively and
sincerely pursuing a policy of equal opportunity, than to con-
Untie to do business with one which is not."
Every big company should adopt this policy. Mr. Marcus'
letter will pay off in hundreds of jobs for Negro citizens who
have frozen out of the job market by the prejudice and indif-
ference of employers.
The same week that Neiman-Marcus' policy was announced,
Charles Y. Lazarus of the Federated Department Stores chain
delivered a ringing affirmation of equal opportunity to a meet-
ing of the retail industry.
He told them that the day is ended for "any capitalist naive
enough to think they can scoop profits out of a city without rein-
vesting very substantially in that city's own health and econo-
mic growth." He said that business will hsve to recruit, hire
and train, people it previously considered "unemployable."
his is the kind of new thinking that is becoming typical of
advanced business leaders today. They are concerned about the
city and the future of our country, and they are anxious to meet
their resitonsibilities.
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DEFENDER
CITED FOR EFFICIENCY
Marine Cpl. Perry David-
son, left, receives a Meri-
torious Mast from U. Col.
E. 0. Irving, executive of-
ficer of the Marine Avia-
tion Detachment at Milling-
ton. Working as an illus-
trator, Cpl. Davidson was
cited for his exceptional
industry, initiative and de-
votion to duty. (U.S. Navy
Photo by Sgt. R. F. Mes-
cal!, Jr.)
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
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Lock Cars: Prevent
Juvenile Delinquency
DETROIT — "Drivers who
forget and leave their keys in
the ignition or leave their
cars unlocked, are contributing
directly to juvenile delinquen-
cy", says Robert B. McCurry,
Dodge general manager.
The most recent Department
of Justice's survey indicates
that 59 percent of the cars
stolen were easier to steal be-
cause the driver had forgotten
and left the keys in the ignition
— or left the ignition unlocked,
McCurry pointed out.
This survey covered more
than 4,000 cars and included
1,659 c o nvicted automobile
thieves.
It is estimated that more
than 600,000 cars were re-
ported stolen during 1967 and
that two out of every three
cars were taken by youths
under 18 years of age.
"Apparently the temptation
to 'borrow' a car and go joy-
riding is just too strong for
many young people," said
McCurry. "Please lock you
car whenever you park it and
then you will be removing some
of the temptation which helps
lead these people into serious
trouble."
In 1962, a national survey
by the Justice Department
revealed that only 42 percent
of the stolen cars were left
with the key in the ignition —
or with the ignition unlocked.
The sharp increase from 42
percent in 1962 to 52 percent
in 1967 indicates that more
and more people are inviting
auto theft by their careless-
ness.
Only 10-15 percent of auto
thefts are for the purpose of
re-sale or stripping of com-
ponents for re-sale.
Stolen cars also represent
great safety hazard. Approxi-
mately 18 percent of stolen cars
are involved in accidents. That
would be about 108,000 acci-
dents a year!
The rate of auto theft in-
creased 71 percent from 1960
to 1966. Car thefts for 1965 were
493,100. This figure increased
13.0 percent to 557,000 in
1966, the last complete year
for which figures are avail-
able. The figures for the first
9 months of 1967 were 500,000 an
of 17 percent over 1966.
"By the simple act of locking
your car you can prevent
accidents and help keep young
people out of trouble," Mc-
Curry urged.
SECURITY POLICEMAN —
Airman L. J. Peppers, Jr., son
of Mrs. Mamie H. Peppers of
1557 Ragan st., and the late
Rev. L. J. Peppers, has com-
pleted basic training at Lack-
land AFB, Tex., and is i re-
maining there for training as
a security policeman. He is
a 1967 graduate of Hamilton
High school.
Classes At Lane
Start On Thursday
Classes for the second se-
mester at Lane College will
begin Thursday. February 1.
Registration for the new se-
mester will begin Tuesday,
January 30 and continue until
5 p.m. Wednesday, January
31.
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WELCOME TO NASSAU —
Premier Lynden 0. Mad-
ling welcomes Lord Shep-
hered, left, British Minis-
ter of State for Common-
wealth Affairs, on his ar-
rival in Nassau, The Ba-
hamas from London to dis-
cuss a proposed conference
on constitutional advance
for the Bahamas. Sir Ralph
Gray., Bahamas governor,
looks on at right.
Junior League Shop
Has Sale This Week
The Junior League Thrift'
Shop annual nickel, dime, and
quarter sale will be held
Thursday February 1st. Fri-
day 2nd, Saturday 3rd. The
Shop is located at 205 Madison
Avenue.
Everything must be sold in
the shop to make room for
the new spring, and summer
merchandise.
Ladies dresses, suits, coats
priced from 50 cents to LOO,
blouses 10 cent, to 25 cents
skirts and sweaters all at
these low prices. Men's suit's
sport coats up to 1.00. Shirts
and ties, shoes 10; to 75 cents.
Children clothes marked from
10 cents to 75 cents. Each
day of the sale the merchandise
will be reduced. Many addi-
tional items will be on sale
such as bric-a brae' lamps,
stationary, books, records, and
office supplies priced from
10 to 50 cents.
All proceeds from the Junior
League Thrift Shop will be
returned to the community
by the many projects the
League sponsors. They include
the Memphis Speech & Hearing
Center, The Salvation Army
Day Care Center-Co-Sponsored
by the League. WKNO-TV.,
Youth Museum and the sight
Conservation program, where
LADIES WANTED
Make up to $1.68 per hour
simple sewing in your spare
Write. Jamater Industries
Zip. 4978
100 Ashmun. Sault Ste. Marie.
doing
time.
Inc.,
Mich.
BEAUTICIAN WANTED
EXPERIENCED beautician needed
for mostly week-end work, pleasing
personality. Nice location, plenty of
business.
For appointment call 942-9135 or
come by 1786 Lapaloma
HOUSEMAN — GARDENER
Five days live-in, or out. All meals,
$50.00 per week. Paid Vacation.
Reference required. For appointment
call 682-3262.
1966 Buick Special two door Hard-
top—one owner, all original V8,
radio, heater, power steering $350.00
small down payment. $10.00 per
week
BROOKS ROAD AUTO-MART
397-1051
1957 Ford. one owner, all original
V8, power steering, nice. $350.00
small down payment. $10.00 per
week.
week. Come by to see a fine ear.
BROOKS ROAD AUTO-MART
397-1051
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, bow it should
be sent ht.
NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
Buy U.S.
Savings Bonds
the League provides glasses
and other aid to the visually
handicapped.
The Shop will be open each
day from 9 a.m. until 4:45
p.m. a n d Saturday from
9 a.m. until noon.
It will reopen Monday morn-
ing February 5.. with the new
spring and summer mer-
chandise. The Nearly New Shop
will be filled with better
dresses and suits in the latest
fashions.
TOOTHACHE
Don't suffer agony. Get ORA-JEL, in seconds
you get relief from throbbing toothache pain.
Put on -pain's ;one. Until you can see your
dentist, do as millions do-use DRA-JEL. Rec-
ommended by many den-
tists. Ask pharmacist for #.0 °.;.""q'N
ora-jeI 6 'G°641 MUMS
U.S. Newspapers No. 5 TA667
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Tuskegee Alumna Gives
Report On Viet Visit
WASHINGTON — "We're
actually building more than
the war is destroying in South
Viet-Nam today," reports Mrs.
Marlette Moton Hubbard, De-
puty Assistant Secretary of
State for Public Services, on
her return from a 10-day
visit to that country.
Mrs. Hubbard went to Viet.
Nam to observe at first hand
civic action programs being
carried out by United States
personnel in cooperation with
our Vietnamese allies.
"I was most impressed by
the cooperation between the
military and civilian person-
nel," she observed. "Our mili-
tary people have clearly recog-
nized the importance of help-
ing to bring about progress for
the Vietnamese people even
while fighting the ecemy."
She saw many examples of
such activities being carried
on under the American CORDS
program (Civil Operations and
Revolutionary Develo p-
ment Support), particularly in
the rural hamlets.
"In An Hoa village in the
Mekong Delta, I visited a mar-
ket where villagers were
busy building a cement floor;
at Hoa Binh and Ho An
hamlets I saw boats, bridges
and schoolrooms being built —
all with our encouragement
and support. This sort of coop-
erative effort to improve their
conditions of life is new • to
these villagers, and repre-
sents a major break-through for
them."
While the U.S. aim is to en-
courage i n creasing self-re-
liance among the South Vietna-
mese, Mrs. Hubbard feels
that American voluntary agen-
cies could help by sending more
trained social workers to South
Viet-Nam, to share with its
people their knowledge and
skills, "as some agencies have
done most effectively."
In Binh Duong Province,
she saw a unique "people-to-
people" type of operation in
the Gadsden refugee camp. The
residents of Gadsden, Alabama,
have worked through the U.S.
23rd Artillery Group to provide
some $20,000 of assistance to
the 200 families in the camp,
in addition to what the refu-
gees have received through
regular S o u th Vietnamese
channels.
"Consequently, these refu-
gees have better homes and
community services than would
other wise be possible," she
noted.
Help For The Needy
Mrs. Easter Griggs of 1632
Harmen St. gave eight bas-
kets of food to the needy
during the recent holiday sea-
son.
Mrs. Griggs says she ap-
preciates the donations given
to her in the project.
THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COAT: • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
.176 & 1711 BEAL STREET IA 6.53004
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-10 lEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Oat Sale
ALL LOANS  CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number_ 
Mali to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly.
THE TR1-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALVALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenun
BELLS SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m....12
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKERS NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1 247 E. McLemore
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vence Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
4524101
*Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
..11L1 SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
1540 Weaver Rd.
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1 287 Volleatine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Volientine
272-3112
F•ee Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town News-
papers
ION. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1 014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE .
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 42
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Cornea
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1 918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
4295. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948-4531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLernore
948-4576
Pres. & Del. Seevlee
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1 046 Thomas
525.8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
21 92 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vcince
vic 'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLeroare
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Mogeslwes
Front All Towns
115 Monroe Averse*
S26.9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chef sio
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE UTE SUNDRY
1649 Lathes,
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
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